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The Farm and Home Paper of
the Ken-Tenn Territory
Volume Twenty-Five

It was nice of many of you to
"complain" to Paul about the
absence of my column last week
It was very encouraging to know
that I was missed
In ease you want to know I'll
tell you that 1 haven't been out
of town. I haven't been fishing.
Dominican Republic
I haven't been taking life easy.
I have been up to my neck in
And Acapulco Will
airwaves and kilocycles out at
Be Destinations
station WFUL Last week was
Charlie Scates and his missu
one of those weeks that cannot
s
be repeated often, unless of are carefully watching the effects
of
typho
course one anticipates living in
id shots that each
a straight jacket. And I don't of them received this week.
Haven
't heard whether they are
think that a straight jacket is
having any bad effects
the coming fashion for Fall.
from
them or not .. . but chances
are
they won't worry much
about
It's not that radio is so much the
pain
if
it
does
come along.
more difficult than newspaperReas
ling, it's just that there is so that on for the indifference is
Mr
and
Mrs Scates were
much more of it Government core
plying with overseas trave
regu hit ions, programm mg, tall
regulations. Sometime in
ent,
Seppersonnel,
commercials, tember they will
take a wonpolicy, and dozens of other du- derfu
ties are daily matters and being Republ vacation to the Dominican
lic
all for free.
somewhat new at the business,
Mr Scales.
ho owns the
I often catch myself backing up, Char
lie Scates Goodrich Store
standing still, sitting down, run- :n
s
Marti
n and Fulton was given
ning.
walking,
buzzing and the trip as a rewa
rd for selling
twirling all at the same time. more
air conditioning units than
It ain't easy!
any store
this territory. And
he sold a powerful lot of air conBut its another something at
ditioning.
the station that sometimes tossBut what is more the store
es me into a vacuum that takes
owner won another trip . . .
to
me hours to come out of It has
Acapulco. But the Mexico trip
never been a secret to any of
will be taken by Jack Scates
you that music
just any kind who operates the
Martin store.
of music
has always been my
Next trip up . .
who knows,
pet confusion, and yet my fondbut it goes to Bobby Scates who
est hope to learn someday I apoperates the Fulton store.
preciate it, love it even, but
Bon Voyage, you lucky people.
beyond that
I'm a nut.

CHARLIE SCATES
WINS TWO TRIPS
FOR SALES WORK

Fulton,-Fulton County, Kentucky,
Thursday July 26, 1966

VALUE DAYS ARE
BACK THIS WEEK—
SHOP AND SAYE!
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26.59
29.59
30.68
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Telephone 470
"The Printing Number"

Number Thirty
Union Milan Elected
Head Of NC & St L RR.

MANSFIELD MARTIN
NAMED PRINCIPAL
OF FULTON HIGH

SEVERE HAILSTORM
Unaware His Mother Is Dead, DEVASTATES LAKE
Tommy Observes 12th Birthday COUNTY CROPLAND

NINE FROM AREA
AWARDED DEGREES
AT MURRAY STATE

21.95

Prompt, Accurate
Commercial Printing
Of All Kinds

CLINTON, HICKMAN,
OTHER AREA TOWNr
SEEK NATURAL GAS

William H. Swiggart, a native
of Union City, elected executive
vice-president and acting head
of the Nashville, Chattanooga
and St. Louis railway Tuesday
Thirty Fulton Stores
by a newly-elected board of
diHearing Before FPC
Offer Assorted Goods
rectors meeting in Nashville.
Mr. Swiggart is the son of the
Will Be September 26
At Bargain Prices
late Circuit Judge W. H. SwigIn Washington, DC.
Thursday, Friday and Satur- gart Sr., and he is a brother-inThe Power Commission
law of
has
day of this week are "Fult
on of UnioMiss Willie Belle Mayes postponed from Sept. 17 to
Sept.
n City and Walter J. 26
Value Days," again with apresumption of a hearing
on
proximately thirty local mer- Mayes, now farming in Kenapplications by six cities and
tucky
chants
.
offering
extra-special
utility district for gas servi a
bargains for shoppers on
ces
this
from Panhandle Eastern
weekend
Line Co., Kansas City, Pipe
and
Each store has at least ten
Trunkline Gas Co, Houston.
The
outstanding values to offer the
hearing will be held in
Washpublic, and each participating
ington.
The
applicants are
store will be flying pennants in
Franklin, Ill., seeking gas
from
the windows to be easily identiPanhandle; and Hickman, Clinfied as ,a participant.
ton. LaCenter, Bardwell
and
The event is being widely
Wickliffe, all in Kentucky
publicized over the radio and
. and
the Lake County Utility
District
through all nearby newspapers.
Anne Linton Robertson
in Tennessee.
A number of participating
Clinton's try to obtain natur
And Husband Will Teach
merchants have listed
their
gas has been of long durat al
"specials" in this issue, and you
ion.
Commerce, Manual Arta The city counc
il at its first meetare urged to look over these and
ing in January of 1955 decid
plan
ed to
your
Mansfield Martin was elected construct,
weekend bargain
LFTTLE, TOMMY TUCKER. victi
own and operate its
shopping. Station WFUL is also principal of Fulton High Schoo
claimed five lives at Tmeela, m.,m of a two-car collision that
l
distr
ibuti
olg
system
celebrated his 12th birthday
turni
carrying a full report from all at a meeting of the city
at the Obion County General
board down all franchise bids by ng
hospital last Ilaueltday.
stores.
priof education last Friday.
was quite unaware that his moth
vate concerns.
er, Mrs. Betty Tacker Ilr
l Cal=
cage, Ill.. formerly of Fulton, was
Martin, a Fulton business man
On
Marc
one
h
of
16,
the
vieti
1955,
ms.
the KenHelping
him to enjoy his birthday are a
who has taught science at South tucky Public Servi
nurse, Mrs. Herbert Andrews
ce Commisof Union City, and a sister, Mrs.
Fulton High School for the past sion in Frankfort
E. B. Remelt of Fulton.
gave its apfive years, succeeds K. M. Win- proval to Clinton's
formal apston who resigned recently to plication, awarding
a certificate
accept a position with the Duke- of convenience and
necessity
dom bank.
that purpose, without oppos for
ition.
Radio, you know is a combinaWilliam
Robertson, Central It is also approved the proposed
tion of news, music, public servCity, was elected manual arts rates of the system.
ice and more news, music and
A hearing was set for July
teacher and Mrs Robertson, the
Over 5000 Acres Of
12,
public service. News and public
Both arms in a cast and still to
former Anne Linton of Fulton, 1955, before the Federal Power
eat his cake or read the letservice I know all about .
unaware that his mother was ters
Cotton And Beans Are
Commission. More than a year
was named commerce teacher.
that came for him He tried
but that music'
A Total Loss
Robertson succeeds Ual Kille- has now passed since the origA proposed rate boost Aug 1st killed in the two-car collision ever-so-hard to put the cake and
You know of course that to in
that injured him and left five candi
brew
the
whose resignation was ac- inal hearing was set. Several
es
whole
into
sale
his
mout
cost
h,
but
of
they
natural
satisfy the various tastes of all
Losses from the severe hail cepted at Friday's meeting. Kil- months agoll appeared that
gas sold to Fulton, South Fulton others dead, Tommy Tucker of escaped him. The nurses fed
the
the listening audience that we
Chica
go,
Ill.,
celeb
rated his 12th him
storm which whipped along
the lebrew will teach at South Ful- application would be disapproved
must program all kinds of music. and other Mid -South cities was birthday Thursday at the Obio
since, in the opinion of a spoke
n
denied Thursday by the Federal
Tommy was critically injured north shore of Reelfoot lake ton next term.
sAnd believe you me that we do. Powe
C(,unty General Hospital where
Thursday afternoon, stripping
Martin, a native of Owens- man for the Commission, the enin a
r commission at WashingWe play calipso, be-bop, hillhe has been a patient since he 8th. collision at Tuscola July leaves from
ginee
boro,
rs"
ton
recei
estimates had 'not set
ved his A B. and M.A.
about 1.500 acres of
He was hospitalized at Tusbilly, rock and roll, rhythm and
was transferred from the Tus- cola
The rate increase, asked sys
and for several days it was blooming cotton and causing high degrees from Western Kentucky up a profitable operation.
blues, bill -billy gospel, quartet
cola, Ill., hospital to Union City not expec
Finally, the Commission agreed
tern-wide by the Texas ass
ted that be would live, damage to 4.000 acres of beans State College. Robertson will reJuly 13th.
gospel. classical and semi-classi- Tran
The northbound car carrying and corn, may run as high as a ceive his degree from Murray to reopen the case to allow the
sin s.sion Corp of Owens Tommy, with
cal, pop, old favo:ites, waltz, fox bur°. Ky.,
the
quart
nurses, Tommy, Mrs. Bertha Wood
'State this summer.
city to submit new evidence.
would
have cost friends and relat
of Schu er of a million
trot, samba, mambo and tango, Memp
ives about him, Fulton and Tommy's moth
yler Martin, farm agent of
his about $1.500,000 yearly smiled
er
colfaintly as three birthday lided head-pace, pace and case It's probab- and other
SAME GUY. MAYBE?
on with a southbound Lake county. said today. He said
West Tennessee gas cakes,
candy and scores of let- car containing
ly this variation that Makes my distr
Constable Joe Fuller of Rice.
ibutors about 035.000 per ters and
Mr. and Mrs. the storm hit the county at 4:30
greetings from well- Oakley and
hair come out in chunks and my
p.m,
with hail lasting about 15
ville. whose gun, holster
Stanley Pettis, all
year.
and
wishers were brought to his bed. of
finger-nails crack at the cutiIllinois. Tommy was the only minutes,
wallet were reported stolen re•
The Washington ruling means
Tommy couldn't help himself survivor,
cle.
Mr. Martin said the storm folcently. might sympathize with
a hearing before the, FPC to delowed a two-mile path from
J. C. Pendergrast of Eddyville,
termine if there shall be
haven't had too much trouble
any
about a quarter mile south of
-STEVE WEBBER DIES
whose $100 shotgun and coin
futur
e
incre
ase
granted in the
in this hectic life of mine tellWeakley Dairy Show
New
Markham to Phillippy,
colle
ction
were
corpo
ratio
stolen
n's
annual wholesale
this
Steve Webber, young son of
ing the difference between a
damaging the crops in varying
month. Pendergrast is a guar
d
Rev. and Mrs. Henry Webber, Slated August 9-10
hill-billy self/ and a waltz I rate.
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An
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the
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State
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Date
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entary, and his
for the hearing is con- formerly of Cayc
The annual Weakley County
even know the names of some
e, was drowned
prog
forme
ram
rly
will
home
fine
be
is
held
cotto
for
just
n
sider
plant
ed improbable before early Sunday after
August
s
across the street
of the numbers and with a litnoon in a lake near Dairy Show will be held in which were left standing were graduates of Murray State
January. 1957.
Col- from it.
Martin Thursday and Friday,
the Webber borne in Indiana
tle mental exercise I might even
lege in the Recital Hall of the
Continued on Page 4
August 9-10, with three breeds,
tell you the authors of same.
Fine Arts Building Friday. AuHAPPY ANNIVERSARY
Jerseys. Guernseys and
But when I sit at my desk at the Gospel Meeting Starts
DADS PLAY, AND PAY
gust 3, at 4 p.m.
Hol- Fulgham FFA
Congratulations ate in order
steins being featured.
Offi
radio station and take requests
cers
A record total of 141 have ap- to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Pashal of
When the second game of a
Guernseys and Holsteins will Attend Lea
and they say. "Will you play Sunday At McConnell
plied for the baccalaureate and Memphis
der
s
Cam
p
who celebrated their
youth
ful
be
baseb
Transfusion for me," I never
show
all
n
on
double-header
August 9 and JersA 10-day Gospel meeting will
maste
rs
degre
e
in
Chap
Augu
ter
st. an- golden wedding anniversar
officers of the FulIn Union City was forfeited last eys on the 10th. The Junio
know whether to go to the medi- he conducted at the
y on
r gham FFA attended Leadership nounces the registrar, Mrs. Cleo Wednesday night
McConnell week due
. Mrs. Smith
to non-appearance of show is limited to entrants from Train
cine cabinet or eat an ear of Church of Christ begin
Gillis
Heste
r.
102
are candidates Atkins, Mrs. Charles
ing
ning Sun- the opposition
Cente
r
at
Hardi
nsbur
g.
Reams
, The Baptist Sen- Weakley County. but the adult Ky.
corn.
day July 29 and ending Wedneslast week, and a "fun -filled for baccalaureate degrees, 39 are .4:a.•aghter and Mr and Mrs. and
J. 0
day August ft. with Coleman ior RA team prevailed on their show is open to everyone
seeking masters degrees.
week
was
enjoy
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s
of
by
Fulton drove to Memall" acdads to give them battle. ReOne day I was sitting in the Crocker of Nashville
The candidates include the phis Wedn
cording to reports.
as Evange- sults: J. T
esday afternoon to
Williams was conked
office minding my own business list anild Charles
following from this area:
ON U-T COUNCIL
Beaver, song
share the day with the popul
Those attending
In the_.eye with a fly ball he had George Thom
and the telephone rang "Good leaders
ar
Clinton—Thelma Lynn Lam - couple.
-as Jr., Dresden, by Scott, Presi included Bobdent; Mickey kin, B.S.; Betty
morning, WFUL," says I. since
Sunday services will be con- Intended to catch; Dr. E. P. has been named a member of Whitl
Fran
ces Weathock, Vice-President; JerKingsbury, racing for a hit, the Unive
it was in the morning. On the ducted at 11-00 a.m.
erford, B.S.
rsity of Tennessee ry Stewa
and 710 slipped and sprai
rt, Secretary; Johnny
FULTON COUNTY LEADS
other end of the line I heard a p m, and week day
ned
his
ankle
Alum
.
Fulto
ni
Counc
n
—
il The Council is Simmons,
Arthur Robert Roservices each But the
Duri
Treasurer;
ng the first six months of
Dads showed 'em, 8-5. the governing body
soulful voice say: "Isn't that evening at 7.45 pm.
Jame
s
man,
Master of Arts in Educ.;
of th U-T Vaughan
Everybody
Reporter; Marcus Daph
this year, the citizens of Fulton
wonderful, it's just grand, its so is welcome.
Alumni Association
ne
Jane
Willi
ams,
B.
S.;
Bugg
, Sentinel and Wayne Hurd,
pretty "
ICE CREAM SUPPER
Victor Jacque Voegeli III, B. S. County purchased $207,893 in
advisor.
Series E and H Savings Bond
As I said I was minding my
HORSE SHOW AUG. 2
Hickman — Margaret
GRAND CHEF DE TRAIN
s,
F o y or 55% of
Camp activities included panThe Senior MYF of the First
own business and somewhat prethe county's annual
The Charleston, Missouri Lions el
White, B. S.
Fred Homra of Fulton was
discu
Metho
ssion
dist
s,
ehur
goal
grou
ch
p
in
of
discussions,
Fuitbn will Club will present their
occupied with what I was doing elected grand chef
$377,500. June sales
Wingo—Mary Jane Byrn Wagde train of sponsor an ice crea
third an- swimming, sports and
amounted to $31,025. Percentagem supper to- nual Horse Show at
and sort of unconscious-like I the 40 and 8 organizati
the Charles- classes . . . plus good special goner, B. S.
on at the night (Thursday) at the
wise, Fulton County leads the
said: "It certainly is, I sure hope state American Legi
meals.
church. ton High School Football
Union City—Robert W.
on conven- Serving begins at 3
Field, Jerry Stewart won a degre
lam. and beginning at 8 00 p.m.
it stays this cool all day long." tion in Paducah Sund
e for Bachelor of Music Educ. Gray. entire 13-county area.
Augu
ay.
;
st
Carl
outst
the public is invited. anding boy a camp.
You can imagine her surprise
2nd and 3rd.
Howell Hopper, Master of Arts
—Reporter James Vaughan in
and my embarrassment when the
Educ.
Vacation Bible School
conversation
finally
got
all
End
cleared up She was talking
s Friday Evening
about a song we were playing
Certi
ficates will be presented
on the air and 1 thought she was
to each child that has atten
talking about my cheerful greet(By Mrs. Olon Gray,
ded
The Charter members that
the vacation Bible School at
ing and weather report.
still Nelson Hickerson have been
the
Publicity ('harnuut)
remain on the roll are: Mesd
Central Church of Christ on FriSometimes, I dunno if I'll ever
ames leaders for the major lessons for
The Montgomery Homemak- Paul
day evening at 730 p.m. All inlearn.
ers Club feel that much credit Felix Hornsby, James Hepler, the club this year. The lessons
terested in these children are
Logan. R. E McKelvey, have
of its organization belongs to Dean
been pertaining to the
urged to attend this service. The
McKelvey Nelson Hicker- busin
Since I've been at the station Mrs. Luther Smith.
ess
mone
and
y
matters of
son, Luther Smith and Misse
children will demonstrate what
on a full-time basis I think of
s our homes.
Mrs. Smith's interest for a Doskie and Jona
they have learned during the
Roach.
many interesting columns' I Homemakers Club
One
was
school. 194 were present MonAlthough several of our mem- year, of the highlights of the
-ssiould like to write, but never that she took adva so strong
an occasion when families
ntage of a bers have been
day and 194 Tuesday.
seem to find the time to get sale in the communit
y to get one the roll since we dropped from and friends get together, is the
The teachers during this school
back to my old love, the type- started. The sale
were
organ
ized,
Annu
al
Picni
whic
c
h is held in
was held on for different
have been Mrs. Monette Dycus,
causes, we have July. There is alwa
writer. But this story you've got April 15, 1936 at the
ys plenty of
Pollock added new ones
Mrs. Jewel Rose, Mrs. Margaret
and the roll re- food and fun for all who
to hear and it can only have Place. She had previously
dis- mains about the
McGuire, Mrs. Jane Carter, Mrs.
attend.
happened somewhere around cussed her idea
same
as
when
Altho we have learned to do
with the Home we began. Mrs.
J. L. Grooms, Mrs. Pearl Camp
B.
me.
M.
Tull
and many things that we feel have
Demonstration agent, who was her
bell, Mrs. N. W. Burnette, Mrs.
mother, Mrs. J. A. Threl- helpe
Dorothy Boyd will tell you Miss Catherine Culton, now
d
us
to
bette
be
r
home
Barbara Collier, Mrs. Joe GamMrs. keld, have been
taken from ,the ers, we believe that there makIts the truth and it has to do Robert Thompson. She
met with roll by death.
bill, Mrs. Mildred Brown, Mrs.
is a
with a mouse.
tie of love and friendship that
several women of the community
Joan Dowdy, Mrs. Earl Forse
Through the years we have will
e,
not
be broken. In these days
at this sale and discussed the had many
Jr., Miss Margaret Cashon, Mrs.
worth -while and use- when there
Dorothy says that the other prospects with them
is so much hatred
, and the ful projects, that
John Farabough, Mrs. Carrie Lee
evening as she was leaving the club was soon organized.
will help us among nations and peopl
e we
Etheridge, Mrs. Joan Bard, Miss
to be better and more efficient
station she saw a little mouse, The first meeting,
feel that sharing our interest
was held in homemakers • in
Diane Wright, Miss Patsy Smith,
the years to fellowship with each other and
hovering around in the outer of- Mrs. Smith's home, affec
is
tionate- come.
Mrs. Elizabeth Cunningham, and
fice just playing up a storm. As ly known as "Miss Willi
invaluable.
the school has been under the
e," with
Many things that we have
she started to leave the little 19 members and the
Officers of the Club are: presiagent pre- learned have been
direction of Oliver Cunningham.
mouse followed close behind her sent. This meeting
appli
ed
to
dent,
SOM
Mrs.
E EXCELLENT WORK:
Parke Wheeler, vicewas In May make our homes
There will be a picnic SaturA group of Montgomer
much more at- president, Mrs. Nelson
just as a little pet would She 1936. Mrs. Smith
y day morning at
HickprHomemakers examine a brai
was the first tractive and conve
10 am,
ded
nient.
tried to shoo the little fellow president.
rug
at
the home of
son; secretary and treasurer, Mrs.
There will be two services
Mrs. R. E. McKelvey, typi
We have been fortunate in
away, but be wouldn't have it.
at
cal of the kind of work the the
Paul Logan; reading, Mrs. WilThe first project was foods, having
Centr
al Church of Christ
group has turned out on thei
outstanding leaders, and son Heple
Sp she started walking out of the with Mrs. Jim Hepl
r
citiz
r;
proj
enshi
ects
p,
:
next
Mrs.
Group above
er as leader. each member has had
Sunday One service at 8:45
includes (1 to r) Mils. J. P. Thre
door ignoring the mouse and as Canning peas was demon
a
lkeld, Mrs. Olon Gray, and an identical service at
strat- the different activities part in James E. Hepler; and publicity,
(Continued on Page 4)
11
of
the
Mrs.
Nels
Mrs.
Olon
on
Gray
Hick
erson, Mrs. Luther Smith
ed.
club Mrs. Paul Hornsby and Mrs.
and Mrs. a.m. The sermon subject at each
(Continued on Page 4)
McKelvey.
service will be, "Will We
Know
Each Other In Heaven?"
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Montgomery Club Finds Work The Tie That

Binds
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Test Vegetable Plots Reveal An Industrial
Potential For This 3-County Area
A year or so ago the Fulton Chamber of Commerce reported an industrial
prospect possibility fel; this area in
the person of a nationally-known manufacturer who was seeking a location
for making the popular "frozen meat
pies."
It seemed that West Kentucky, with
its favorable growing conditions, ap-pealed to this prospect. A local review of the potentials of such a plant
was electrifying. Jobs for perhaps
hundreds at the plant, and jobs for
hundreds more as vegetables, chick!
ens, turkeys and all the ingredients
for such a product were grown and
raised right at home. We wondered
if a better setup than that could be
found for this section.
Whether this inquiry or others
spurred the doing we do not know,

STRICTLY,BUSINESS

but this year special "pilot" vegetable plots containing lima beans,
okra, green beans, broccoli, cauliflower and others have been grown in
Hickman, Fulton and Graves Counties.
Monday all three plots were inspected
by a touring party of around 15 people,
including "several prospective frozen
food processors,"
Careful examination `of the "pilot"
plots disclosed that certain vegetables
were readily adapted to commercial
growing in this thred-county area and
the county agents agreed that those
commercial men who made th, trip
"were awfully interested in seeing the
job that had been done."
An opportunity .... the kind we
have all been looking for . .. may be
in the offing.
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"Will Haunt My Thoughts very Hour"
(This is a true story as told to Buffalo Courier Express Staff Reporter,
Walter Froehlich, by a man whose
car had recently killed a child. Acciclent Prevention Division—Allstate
Insurance- Company)
They asked me did I see the child?
Yes, I saw him. And he's all I've been
seeing since. I saw him. But it was
too late to stop. I was the last to see
him alive. And the first to see his
lifeless body limply sprawled on the
payment—a few inches from the
bumper of my car.
Yes, I am the man they now call
"death car driver." I own the car
whose picture you saw in the daily
press. And, yet, a thousand times I
wish I were the victim rather than
the man who killed him. For he died
only once, but I a thousand deaths
since then.
I saw him running out between two
cars. He looked away. But yet his
childish steps led into my path. I
honked the horn. I kicked into the
brake. I heard the tires squeal. And
then the thud. I saw his little body
hurl through air and fall down flat
just as my stopping wheel almost
touched him once more.
• I walked ahead and bent over his
crumpled form. "Call an ambulance,"
I shouted. "Quick." I saw the gathering crowd. They all looked at the
child. And then at me.
Then came police and then the doctor. He looked first at the bloody face
and form, then looked away and
slowly shook his head. And then I

saw the anguished features of a man
— the father — and heard the desperate screams of a bereaved mother
—how can I forget.
REMORSE DOESN'T HELP.
And when the scene had cleared
and I had filed reports at headquarters and the police had cleared me,
I stood alone and suddenly knew what
I had really done.
"Could happen to any of us," a
voice behind me said. I felt the sympathetic touch of a policeman's hand.
"You were not speeding, nor violating any law. We preferred no charges
nor did any witness charge a fault
by you. The child was unattended,
roaming streets alone and you did
nothing that was dangerous or
wrong."
I carry insurance sure. But who
can replace a life? Should I visit the
parents? See the child laid out Or
coldly disregare the death, the bitter
grief? Will the father, mother hate
me? A sense of moral guilt hangs
over me. It punishes the driver hard
and makes him all afraid to face the
parents or the lifeless child or anyone.
Remorse alone cannot clear my conscience. And there I even doubt my
friends will see my way. I wasn't careless, the policeman said. I was within
the law. But yet, my conscience lives
with me and I with it. And, thinking
that, perhaps, the slightest bit of
more attention on my part could have
averted this will haunt my thoughts
for every hour I shall live. And no
one can deliver me of this.

bY Mr-Naft•ri

ter-seeer-rere-

to Jordan, and efforts to have
this dirt road widened, graveled
arid paved have been unceasing
for years; (2). If a Fulton contractor DID get the job, it was
only because he was low bidder
and here are the figures: McDade, and McDade, (Fulton):
$111,084; Forcum-James, (Dyersburg) $116,748; R. B. Tyler,
(Louisville) $134,938; (3). the
contract for letting the job was
announced before the recent
political campaign came to a
bead, and (4). If Fulton is so
dern good at capitalizing on
politics why doesn't it now have
a State constructed parking lot
paralleling Lake Street, faithfully and definitely assured by
local people before the election
and unheard of since.
We're for roads. We're for a
better Ky. 94, a better US 51
and US 45, all-weather farm-tomarket roads for both of our
rerjiective communities. We only
hope that the present highway
program will not consume so
much money hiring weed-cutters, supervisors and extra Commissioners that it will have none
left for its fundamental job:
improving
constructing
and
highways. Therein, we suspect,

should be the real eause for observation.
It's a Girl:
Congrtulations Mr. and Mrs.
James Smith of Fulton on the
birth of a daughter, born July
12, at Haws Memorial Hospital
The baby weighed five pounds,
It's a Boy:
Congratulations Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Cole of Water Valley,
Route 2, on the birth of an eight
pound, 13 ounce son, born July
12 at the Fulton Hospital.

How Christie:ft! *A
Science Heals
"AN EFFECTIVE WAY
TO HEAL DISCORD"
WM.(Me Ke.) Saimay

Hearing Aid Batteries
Complete line
For all makes of bearing ales!
Visit our Hearing Aid Department at your first opportunity.

cm,

DRUG CO.
tes Lake Street
Phone 70
-ser

"1 want to invest in s high-grade, high-yield, low-cost,
ansiisk security!"

1

Transplant
0iiiiiii61ACiliima-

Aug. 7, 1931
Rohert Humphreys of Maygained the Democratic
field
nomination for state senator
from the First District on the
basis of final returns from FulGraves
Hickman
ton,
and
counties, which comprise the
First District, defeating
Roy
Maddox, of Mayfield by 1,I148
vetes.
In the race for Represee.atr.,
J D. Via, of Cliatn. won the
Democratic riosnirtitint.
ea t ing Lon Adams of Fulton

The mazriage of Miss Mary
Follis. daughter of Mrs. Addie
Follis of Trenton. to Mr. Joe
Bennett, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Bennett, of Fulton, took
piece quietly Saturday morning
at the First Methodist Church,
in this city, the Rev. R. A Wood,
pastor, officiating.
The 'bride wore an ensemble
of skipper blue with matching

Kentucky

your
garden

aecessorries She was attended
by her sister. Mrs. Xenophon
Hunt, and Mrs. Edwin Whitnvl
of Fulton. was best man
Mr and Mrs. Bennett are both
popular young people who have
a wide circle of friends to wish
then a long and happy life of
wedding bliss.
-A car- secupiee-by Mr. sad-Mrs. C. E. Lowe and their sons.

Pt-nest and Jack. and D. W. Mat
thews, all of Pierce, was turned
over Tuesday
morning near
Pierce, and all the occupants
suffered minor cuts and bruises. The Lowe car was passing
another car, said to have been
driven by Oscar Fortner of this
city, and turned too far out
and went into the ditch The
Fortner car was not damaged.

Emsi

The most important t
.n
the life of a Fulton boy is the
moment he learns that he doesn't
know as much as he thought he
did.

Windage c°

SERMONETTE OF THE WEER
By P. W.

God Gave Us A Yardstick

4(.

BY Rev. Vincent F. Holden, author
of CONFLICTING MORAL STANDARDS and other works
1HE BUREAU OF STANDARDS
in Washington, D. C., is important in
American life. When you buy a yard
of wire, the store-clerk reels off the
wire to the length of a yard measure.
How was the length of that yardstick decided? It was ultimately based
on a carefully guarded bar of platinum-iridium
the standard yard —
kept in the Bureau of Standards.
How confusing it would be if there
were no standard measure. Suppose
the electrician measured his wire using 40 inches as a yard, and the carpenter sawing his lumber estimated
30 inches as his yard? If the house
they were building were ever finished, it would be weird to look at and
dangerous to live in.
BUT IT ISN'T only in weights and
measures that we must have universal standards. We must have them in
the field of human conduct or morals.
If we allowed every human being to
decide for himself what is right and
wrong we would have as much chaos
in daily life as we would in building
a house without a uniform yard.
But who can set the standard for
the morality of human conduct? The
only one who can give us a clear-cut
and unchangeable code of morals is
Almighty God. After all, He made
man and gave him his human nature.

I don't take credit for digging
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OtALft
about 88". of all domestic liquor

these up; someone put them on
consumption. Straight whiskies,
He knows what is good and bad for
my desk Monday:
including, bottled -in-bond brands,
that nature.
gathered up the crumbs-12"e.
"In a democracy, the opposiISN'T IT ALWAYS true that when
tion is not only tolerated as cona person makes something, he makes
stitutional, but must be mainSound Advice
it for a reason? Atomic scientists who
tained because it is indispensaBride: "What's the best way to
ble."
have perfected the A-bomb know
protect a wedding ring""
-- -Walter Lippmann
Mother: "Dip it in dish water
exactly how to explode it. What a
'The best system is to have three times a day."
tragedy it wouid be for any amateur
one party govern and the other
to toy with an atom bomb to "see
party watch."
Vacations Defined
what would happen."
—Thomas B. Reed
A
vacation
is a succession of
calculated
Perhaps
were
they
Yet how much more of a tragedy it
to make ye eds feel better. They 2's. It consists of 2 weeks which
is for man to toy with the complicated
are 2 short. Afterwards you are
do.
human nature that God has made.
2 tired to 2 return 2 work and 2
God created man in a particular way
The increasing number of broke not 2.
to achieve a particular destiny — union
North -American tourists with
with God in heaven.
little or no knowledge of SpanThe average U. S. housewife
ish visiting Puerto Rico has controls 65 horsepower in her
GOD KNOWS HOW man should use
prompted the Department of home merely by flicking switchhis nature to get to heaven. He has
Tourism to request a San Juan es. Figuring 22 men tq one horse,
written the instructions on the fleshy
furniture store to change its that's equal to her spouse and
tablets of our hearts, and this is the
window display. The window
1,429 other men being helpful
law of nature, or natural law. He has
oon.bained bevleral comfortable
around the house.
made the natural law more explicit
looking beds with a sign: "SIN
in the Ten Conimandments. And in the
PRONTO."
The. higher men climb the
Many of the visitors didn't
longer their working day. Any
teachings of the God-man, Jesus
know that this is a Spanish colyoung man with a streak of idleChrist, He has given us His final word
loquialism for "no down pay- ness in him may better make
on attaining our destiny.
ment."
up his mind at the beginning that
The natural law, the Ten Comman—Reader's Digest mediocrity will be his Int. Withments, ant the teachings of Christ are
out immense, sustained effort he
the source of the unchangeable standComplete overhaul of its line
will not climb high, and even
is announced by Distillers Corp.- though fortune or chance were
ard of human conduct. We must guard
Seagrarns, Ltd., one 4 world's to lift him high, he would not
this standard just as we guard the
bar of platinum -iridium in the I3ureau 'largest distilling companies with stay there. For to keep at the top
major main producing facilities is harder almost than to get
of Standards in Washington. It is only
in Louisville . . . Victor A. Fis- there. There are no office hours
by measuring every action against this
chel, president, disclosed drop- for leaders.
unchangeable standard of our Creator
ping of three brands, introducRo Gardner, "most cussed and
that we can achieve the purpose of
tion of four new and plans to
expand lines of non-domestic dis-cussed" (his quotes) editor
our existence.

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
THE PRICE OF LIBERTY

They that can give up essential liberty to obtain a little temporary
safety deserve neither liberty nor
safety.
— Franklin
God grants liberty only to those who
live it, and are always ready to guard
Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty.
— Thomas Jefferson
The desire to resist oppression is implanted in the nature of mem.
— Tacitua

Ho

whiskies. Step is regarded in industry as tolling bell on blends,
top dog in whiskey business during .War II, but now long slipping downward in drink choice
at alarming rate.
breaking
started
Seagram
away from blends early last year
when it.offered Four Roses in
some areas as blend of Bourbons
and in others as whisky blend
. .. Why has number one blender started shedding that line?
This is it: In first four months
this year spirit blend whiskies
fell 'to 55.8% of all domestic
whiskey sales while straight and
bonded brands galloped to 44.2
of the total market. In 1946-48,
whisky blends accounted for

in Hickman, got his wires a little mixed up last week in an
editorial bewailing the fact that
(1), e_ contract was let for improvement of the Middle Road;
(2). a Fulton contractor got the
job; (3). Chandler administration, in awarding contract for
the particular road, apparently
overlooked strong Chandler support from Hickman or else they
would have improved Ky. 94 instead; (4). Fulton manages to
capitalize on politics.
We submit that a few amendments are in order: (1). The road
was not the Middle Road, which
is in a respectable state of re-,
pair. The road was the "West
State Line Road" from Fulton

to
your :teezer
11)xk your fruits and vegetables at their
peak . . . and keep them that way in a
freezer. "Harvest" them for healthful meals
all year long. Strawberries, asparagus, cornon-cob—all your favorites are "in season" all
year 'round when you store them in a freezer.
See your dealer today!
-1-
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KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

I cause for obHappy Vacation, Everybody!

Mr. and Mrs.
Fulton on the
ter, born July
tonal Hospital
d five pounds,

Mr. and Mrs.
Water Valley,
rth of an eight
son, born July
Hospital.

DID YOU
KNOW THAI

WE WAY
)ISCORD"
Snaday 10 Li

Satteries

LJG CO.
Phone 78

Home Demonstrator Kentucky Utilities
Last week I gave you some
colorful suggestion for salads
and sandwiches to use when you
are entertaining.
This week lets talk about desserts. To make desserts festive
you may serve a colorful sherbert in meringue shells. Decorate individual or large cake.
Make ice cream different, tasty and colorful' by seasoning
with peppermint cankly, fruit
purees, fresh fruit or chip
nuts,
chocolate. Serve spiced
candied mint leaves._ colorful
mints as an accompaniment or
use a filled cake.
To vary the beverage you may
serve; Hot, iced or spiced tea.
Hot or iced coffee or cocoa.
Fruit or ginger-ale punch. Combination of fruit juice. Here is
a good receipe for apple fizz.
Juice of 4 oranges, juice of 2
lemons. 1 cup maraschino cherries and juice 2 quarts canned
apple juice. 1 pint ginger ale or
grape juice. Combine fruit juices. Chill. When ready to serve,
add ice and gingerale or grape
juice. 12 to 15 servings.
Make individual Bundles by
putting ice cream in paper cups
and topping with syrup. Cover
with small squares of aluminum
foil and freeze These sundraes
are wonderful for those last min-

a new

$100
A WEEK

t

ATLAS ROOFING COMPANY
GENERAL

CONTRACTORS

— PHONE 596115 CHURCH STREET
0 ROOFING
• INSULATION
• SIDING

• TUCKPOINTING
• ROOF PAINTING
• BUILT-UP ROOFS

• CONCRETE DRIVES and WALKS
FREE ESTIMATES

Members of the Thursday night
bridge club enjoyed a dinnerbridge last week given in compliment to one of its members,
Mrs. T. J. Kramer Jr., who is
leaving Fulton soon. The party
was held at the home of Mrs.
Eugene Waggoner, on Taylor
street.
The tasty dinner was served
from a beautifuully appointed
table covered with a white cutwork cloth and centered with an
arrangement of large zinnias.
Guest were seated at card tables
also covered in white. Other
summer
flowers were used
throughout the house.
The club
presented
Mrs.
Kramer with a lovely gift.
Bridge
was .enjoyed
with
prizes being won by Mrs. Eugene Hoodenpyle, high, and Mrs.
Ralph Winstead, low.
Late in the evening lime
sherbet and cookies were served.
Members attendirsg were: Mrs.
Kramer, Mrs. Hoodenpyle, Mrs.
Winstead, Mrs. Edward Benedict, Mrs. Jack Burton, Mrs. Cur
tis Hancock, Mrs. Tommy Powers, Mrs. J. C. Olive and Mrs.
Waggoner.

ute parties or for friends who
drop in for coffee.
Cut ice cream into squares
and put between plain cookies
or graham crackers; wrap and
freeze. They make deliciously
different ice cream sandwiches.
For something special, use leftover or frozen waffles to make
the sandwich. Serve a scoop of
your favoriteice cream on hot
doughnut: top with sauce. Hollow out an angel food cake, fill
with ice cream, frost with whipped cream and freeze. Make ice
cream shells of melted chocolate
pieces and cocoanut or cornflakes. Shape shells in greased
muffin tn or paper cups.
PALESTINE HOMEMAKERS
ENJOY PICNIC AND TRAVEL
PROGRAM LAST FRIDAY
A delicious bar-b-cue and picnic lunch was enjoyed Friday
night by over 60 members, their
families and guests of the Palestine Homemakers Club. The
meal was served on the lawn of
the community house.
The nicnic was in celebration
of International Day and Mrs.
Clyde Burnette explained that
the purpose of International Day
was to try to become better acquainted with peoples of foreign countries.
Mr Dudley Mortis was the
guest speaker and captured his
audience completely with his
talk about his travels. He said
the "travel bug" bit him in 1936
and since then he has made many
trips to foreign places. His description of the places he has
visited and the highlights of his
journey's made it an interesting
evening for everyone.
Mesdames Pete Green and B.
G Huff attended the American
Legion and Auxiliary Convention held in Paducah last week
representing the local unit. Others who attended the Friday session and parade were Mrs. Ruth
Copeland and Mrs. Earl Taylor
Sr They report a good attendance and the state well represented.

i
13.EGoodrch
WHITE KING

Gives you more Freezer Space
for Less Money
On a-Cost-per-foot
basis You can
save up to $100E
on this 20 cut.
Chest!

i

•Holds 720 lbs.
frozen food
•2.6 Cu. ft. "fast-freeze"
section

$2495 DOWN

$ 3.50 WK.

•3 baskets, 3 dividers
•5-year food loss
protection plan
•1-year freezer warranty
plus additional 4-year
motor compressor
guarantee
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MRS. T. J. KRAMER JR.
Accidents on farms cost the
HONORED BY MEMBERS
American people about l'4 bilOF BRIDGE CLUB THURSDAY lion dollars annually.

by Marie Holland

you can own

ristian
Heals

gAne
hearing aids!
g Aid Departopportunity.

Fairest of Them All

"Mirree, mirror on the wall — who's the fairest of them all?"
No one can den, that Maid of Cotton Patricia Ann Cowden, of
Raleigh, N. L., must be ranked among Dixie's fairest flowers. Ilex
great wisdom. is also in evidence as she shows her preference for
United States Sayings Bonds — one of the fairest and best methods
of saving for the big things in life. Pat has a genuine knowledge of
Savings Banda, having served as bond clerk in the North Carolina
hank where she worked before her *election as cotton queen. Pat is
only one of over 40 million Americans who feel more secure because
they own U. S. Savings Bonds.

AVERAGE NEW FHA HOME IN LOUISVILLE
HAS Si ROOMS AND COSTS $14,385
Mr. Orville M. Howard. FedAdministration
Director
eral
for Kentucky reported today that
the average new home in Louismetropolitan
ville,
Kentucky
area financed with FHA insured
mortgage in 1956 was appraised
by the FHA at 814,385. It had
an area of 1,051 square feet exclusiv: of garage and finished
attic space and contained 5.3

News
From
The

Congratulations to Mr. and
Mrs. Boyd Clark of Detroit, upon the birth of a son born July
15. His name is David Nathan
Clark.
Two precious little tots who
visited our office last week were
Wilma Cloys and Deborah Williams.
Pleasant surprise to Janie Barber last week when the postman
left two big boxes of beautiful
china from Japan at her house.
Mary Frances Roberts, Carolyn Roberts, Rebecca McKnight,
and June McKinney had a close
call. Thursday, leaving the lake
before the bad storm around Tiptonville came uo.
Get well wishes go out to Mrs.
Nola Barber, a patient in the
Fulton Hospital and to Mrs.
Clarence Oliver who is convescing at home.
Welcome back to our office
this week, Helen Campbell, from
Dyersburg, Tenn.
Our prayers and get well wishes, go out to Mr. Dave Winfrey,
who was moved from the Haws
Memorial Hospital in Fulton, to
Baptist Hospital in Memphis,
last week.

rooms including 2.8 bedrooms.
About 28 percent of the properties had garages or carports.
Mr Howard explained that the
average he cited applied to
newly
built
owner-occupied
homes financed by mortgages insured by the FHA under the provisions of Section 203 of the National Housing Act.
The average owner, whose
monthly income was $587.75, obtained a mortgage loan of $12,053
repayable in monthly installments over a term averaging 25.9
years. The monthly mortgage
payment to princiipal, *interest.
taxes and insurance averaged
$87.97. This amount, plus estimated maintenancre costs asid
regular operating expenses such
as water, gas, electricity, and
fuel, brought the owner's total
prospectiive housing expense to
$109.22. or 18.6 percent of his
monthly income.
While figures are not available-for the State as a whole or
for individual cities in the State,
Mr. Howard estimated that for
the State as a whole the averages
would be 5 to 10 percent less
than those cited above. Such
metropolitan areas as Lexington, Covington, Newport, and
Ashland would have average op.
proximately the same as Louisville.

15.00

2.50

259.95

15.00

2.50

269.95
299.95
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24.95

A porous brick soaked in kerosene for a few days makes good
kindling for a picnic fire.

Wash tt thou and again! You
can't mar the =machismo
beauty at thb de luxe latsz
wall pant.
Gorgeous
Ready to mastaga
gi
to apply.One gallon
does the average
roman a* culjo
$11•111 ass)

:589

Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35
Churcir-St.

LAKE STREET LIQUOR STORE
Across From The

Lake Street Ext
All Favorite Brands

PLENTY FREE

New plants are
growing with the
corn and cotton I

HORSE RACING
Al'

James C. Ellis Park
Operated by Dade Park
Jockey Club
August 1 to September 3
(Inclusive)
Track located on U. S.

Highway 41 Midway between Henderson. Ky.
and Evansville, Ind.
Post Time First Race:
2 pm. Daylight Saving
Time
1 pm. Central Standard
Time

DOWN MIRY
239.95

Super'
Kern-Tone

Coca-Cola Plant

SP-118

Tune to WF11. for local News

OTHER VALUES

LATEST RECORDS

Hiding his tractor anywhere in MidAmerica these days a farmer is likely
to see a new kind of plant growing. For
industry is spreading fast through lands
once the exclusive domain of the plow.
Progress like this brings better jobs
and better living to everyone in MidAmerica. The Illinois Central helps make
such progress possible by providing ecoriomica1,. dependable transportation
throughout the area we serve.
Keeping abreast of Mid-America's
needs demands constant planning. It
also takes money. We spend better than
$23 million a year to improve our roadway and equipment.
Soon we hope that needed changes in
federal transport laws will enable us to
serve you better and more economically
than ever before. Our goal, as always, is
to render Mid-America the world's finest

3.00
3.50

transportation service.

Charlie Scates Stores
ER suing

315 LINDELL
MARTIN, TENN.
PHONE 404

WAYNE A. JOHNSTON
President

216 CHURCH STREET
FULTON, KY.
PHONE 389

ILLINOIS CENTRAL
No. 1 Lake St.
Phone 9188
24 HOUR ROAD SERVICE — WE NEVER CLOSE

"'Auk aleite oic/flatk/dgwe
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Stocks Tax Available
Business firms subject to the
floor stocks tax on products included in the recently passed
Highway Act may now obtain
copies of Form 2265 from the district office of Internal Revenue
at Louisville, District Director
Gray said today. Returns, with
payments, are due by October
15.
Increased taxes are _levied on
floor stocks of the following
items on hand as of last July 1:
gasoline: tires of the type used
on highway vehicles; truck, bus
and trailer chassis and bodies,
and tractors. A new tax was imposed on tread rubber of three
cents a pound.

MISS WILLIE" (Mrs. Luther) Smith, whose initiative helped organize the Montgomery Homemakers in
1936, still takes a keen, active interest in Club meet-ings- and activities. Here she examines one of the
footstools made by one of the Club members.

Montgomery Club
mom rare tPstei
The members of the club are•
Mesdames Paul Hornsby, Paul
Logan, James Hepler, Wilson
Hepler. Billy Hepler, Nelson
Hickerson, Olon Gray, Felix Logan. J. M. McCollum, Dean McKelvey, R. E. McKelvey, J. P.
Threlkeld, Parke Wheeler, M E.
Shaw Jr.. A.. A.. Amberg, W. B.
Amberg Jr., W. B. Amberg, William Berry, Luther Smith and
Misses Doskie and Jona Roach.

Hailstorm
Continued from Page I
reduced to nothing but a mass
of twisted, leafless, budless
twigs. The hail hit with such
force that it stripped the hard
tolls from some of the plants
and cracked others. Driven by
hard viirid. the hail also stripped
clean many bean plants, leaving
-only a tangle of vines.
Residents arouno ehe lake said
the first warning of an approaching storm was a short period of calm followed by a darkening sky and then all at once
the hail came down accompanied by high winds. Mr Martin described the storm cloud as
a big black rolling cloud. He
said the bail that accompanied
it was not large but came down
in large quantities with great
force.

Charles Moon Wins
$25 Bond In Contest

Charles Moon, local farmer,
recently won first place and a
$25 bond in a contest for the
best answer to a farm credit
problem. The contest was sponsored by the Kentucky Banker's
Notebook Association. Judging was done
(Continued from Page 1)
by thirteen bankers, Members of
the Kentucky Banker's Associashe closed the door she heard a tions _Association's Agricultural
terrible bit of mourning and Committee.
wailing.

41 NEW FACTORIES
LOCATE IN STATE
THRU JUNE '56

Do you know that the mouse,
in its attempt to follow Dorothy
home got one leg caught in the
door and was screaming like all
get-out. Dorothy, not knowing
what to do with an injured
mouse opened the door and
freed the friendly pal, but he
22 Counties, 6500
kept screaming for a cast, or
Jobs Benefitted So
maybe a splint. He limped out
to the edge of the building with
Far This Year
her and after viewing the situaForty
-seven manufacturing
tion Dorothy and Bing Hampanton decided to take the mouse plants began operations or
with a nounced plans to locate in Kenout of its misery
tucky the first six months of
broom.
the year, an official report stated.
_If the Society for the PrevenIssued by the Department of
Animals
obCruelty
to
tion of
Economic Development and the
jects to this mercy killing, please Kentucky Chamber of Comsee the station manager. Its just merce, the report said the new
another case of air wave nerves. plants will create more than
0,500 new jobs arlei have annual payrolls estimated to reach
REVIVAL AT 1.1BF.RTY
23 million dollars.
A revival service began Wed
New factory employees for the
nesday at the Liberty Baptist year of 1955 totaled approxiChurch and will continue daily mately 8,000, according to the
through August 5th with services report.
The new factories located in
at 11:00 am. and 8:00 p.m. Rev.
John Laioa of Fulton is evange- 22 counties, will have a plant inlist. ar.d song leader is Bennie vestment of nearly 40 million
dollars.
Sams o! Fulton. ,

ONE DEAD, TWO
HURT IN SMASHUP
NORTH OF FULTON
Services For Hobart. -

Anderson, Prvorsburg,
Held On Saturday
Ttl V(' Men
Injured, one
fatally, in a car-truck collision
In front of Austin's Restaurint,
three miles north f Fulton on
Highway 45.- at 840 pm Wednesday.
The dead:
Hobart Anderson, 65, of Pryorsburg, Route 1, suffered a fractured skull, a fractured left
forearm, cuts and other injuries.
He was rushed from Haws Memorial Hospital to the Baptist

Hospital in Memphis,_but died
enroute at 11:45 p.m. His body
was returned to Hornbeak Funeral Home in Fulton.
The injured:
Nathan Coplen, 47, a farmer
of Pryorsbiteg, Route 1, and driver of the 1946 Ford pick-up, who
received cuts about the face,
head and arms. He was'treated
at Haws Memorial Hospital.
Jimmy Lowry, 18 of Pilot
Oak, driver of the car, who received only minor injuries of
the head and leg, was taken to
Jones Hospital.
The 1954 Oldsmobile was bad•damagt4. The right front
fender of the truck was smashed

ley.
Mr. Anderson leaves two sons,
William Elsworth Anderson of
Paducah, and Buddy Anderson
of Wingo; three daughters, Mrs.
Nell Maury of Gary, Ind , Mrs.
Mable Williams of Detroit, and
Miss Betty Jo Anderson of Wiiigo; two sisters, Mrs. Bob .Ereeman of Detroit, and Mrs. 'Freya
Green of Memphis; - and four
grandchildren.
Funeral services were held
Saturday afternoon at 2, at the
Little Obion Church. Burial was
in the church -cemetery.

Charlie Sloan
has joined our staff

RUM 1"F
is J it t.11./.

The Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
No B,-Its — No Straps —
No Odors
pinoved by Doctors — The
World's Most Comfortable
Truss

CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake St.

Fulton

Tune to MIMI. Foe Loma News
_

State Police investigated the
accident. Lowry said the truck,
which was coming toward Fulton, made a left-hand turn across
the highway in front of him. He
was headed toward Water Val--

We are HAPPY to Announce
that

Tune to WFUL for local sews

Final Wind-Up
AT

FRY'S JULY
Clearance Sale
**ALL SHOES FUTHER REDUCED to sell

Mr. Sloan is an efficient barber and has many
years of experience to his credit. Come in to

"TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THESE,
FINE BARGAINS"

visit him soon.
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SHOP AT FRY'S FOR THE FINEST IN
FOOTWEAR

ARCADE BARBER SHOP
LAKE ST.

FULTON, KY.

•

FRY'S SHOE STORE

•

Lake Street — Fulton
Pili
field
111th
tease)
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victor
nine t

A

DIXIE
FULL SIZE
GAS RANGE
THURSDAY-FRIDAY- SATURDAY AR E FULTON VALUE DAYS. SHOP,SAVE

Split bamboo

LAUNDRY BASKETS'
Exceptional value

SPECIAL !

Mesh

PICNIC JUG

LADIES PANTIES

/
1
2-gal capacity

Sizes S-M-L

Carnival design

SPECIAL !
THREE PAIRS FOR

$99.00
THIS OFFER MAY NEVER BE REPEATED
AGAIN AT THIS SENSATIONALLY LOW,
LOW PRICE.
SPECIAL PURCHASES BY

99c _1.29 59c
POLYETHYLENE PLASTIC 10-0T. PAIL
29
Won't chip, dent or rust. SPECIAL!

WADE

La
El

BRINGS SAVINGS TO YOU'

•

Fo

SPECIAL !

Plastic

SPECIAL !

PICNIC JUG

WATER PITCHERS

PICNIC JUG

1/2-gallon size

Red, Yellow or
Turquoise.

1-gallon size

Aluminum

98c values

With pouring spout

1.43 65c 2.33
BALDRIDGE'S
5-10-25c STORE
LAKE STREET

to

FULTON

3-Piece Bed Room Suite $99.00
Bookcase Bed, Chest, Double Dresser
SAVE

SAVE
$20.00

SAVE

On An Innerspring Mattress

Fol

Ma

$5'

10 Cubic Foot

$6'

REFRIGERATOR
$189.95

6x
34

YOU CAN "TRADE WITH WADE AND SAVE"

I."

Wade Furniture Co.
112 Lake Street

Phone 103

Fulton, Ky.

20

•

* local aewa

Jewell F...7igland, Fulton; Ardell
Sams, Fulton; Mrs. Nora Barber,
Rt, 5, Fulton; Mrs. Milton Calliham, Fulton; Mrs. Fred Ward,
Hickman; Billy Jones, Mayfield
Buen Yates, Rt. 3, Fulton; Mrs.
W. B. Thompson, Rt. 4, Fulton;
Luther Pickens, Water Valley;
Wilhaam Laird, Rt. 2, Fulton;
Mrs. R. V. Putman, Sr., Fulton;
B. B. Stevenson, Fulton; Mrs.
Hazel Suggs, Fulton; Mrs. Charlie Brown, Fulton; George Car-

few Invention
MD" Truss

3 Straps —
Del

ctors — The
;omfortable

ter Fulton; Mrs. B. J Williams,
Fulton; Mrs. Lee Myrick, Fulton; Mrs. Walter Shupp, Yukon.
DUILOC SHOW THIS
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WEEK

The National Duroc Congress
moves to the South for the first
time sine 1943, with a threeday session at the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture
and Home Economics July 25-27
inclusive.

the former Alice Faye Barclay.

BIRTHS

It's a Boy

It's a Boy
Congratulations Mr. and Mrs.
Lowell Kendall on the birth of
a baby boy, born July 19 at 11
a.m. at St. Joseph Hospital in
Flint, Mich. The baby weighed
eight pounds. Mrs. Kendall was

Congratulations Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Moss of Fulton, Route 1,
on the birth of a son, born July
23 at Haws Memorial Hospital
at 10:20 p.m. The baby weighed
seven and one-half pounds and
was named Roland Wayne.

JG CO.

Super-Right - 10 to 16 1.1). Average

Fulton

COOKED HAMS
55c

Jp

SHANK PORTION

py
lie
,

to sell

:SE.

"STANDING ON THE CORNER WATCHING ALL THE GIRLS GO BY" is the
favorite pastime of these Paducah Colon els, members of the Brothers of the Brush,
shown dressed in attire of 100 years ago. The girls, all "Paducah Belles", are members of the Sisters of the Swish organization. Both groups are having lots of fun
participating in the Paducah Centennial celebration. Excitement is mounting in
Paducah as its citizens are preparing fo r the big week of July 28 through
August 4. Big parades are scheduled fo r both Saturday at 1:00 P. M. and a mammoth pageant-spectacle. "Saga of I'adu cah" is to be staged each evening Monday
through Saturday at Keller Field, 7:15 P. M.
W. Murphy hurled for the Hot
Shots and gave up only 8 hits
The winners bunched their
hits to score 7 runs in the second inning and break the contest wide open. Roy Nethery had
a home run and two singles for
Pilot Oak
Scores by innings.
Hot Shots .. 023 000 000-5-5-4
Pilot Oak .. 070 010 000-9-8-3
Purchase League
Murphy and Sullivan; Moore
Pilot Oak defeated the Ma)- and Wray.
field "Hot Shots" 9-5 tor the,r
For accurate measuring, farm
10th v:in in 11 glunes of the
tanks must be on
milk-holding
season.
level floors, and this means putRobert Wore notched another ting them on concrete floors
victory by liagting the Mayfield strong enough to hold the tank
and the milk without cracking.
nine to five scattered hits.

4

4i

ATTENTION, FARMERS
All Farmers and Farm Bureau members are
urged to be present at the

COURTHOUSE IN HICKMAN
THURSDAY EVENING AUGUST
Farm Bureau to do for them, the farmer, in 1957.

FULTON COUNTY FARM BUREAU
EATED
LOW,
SPECIALS FOR FULTON VALUE DAYS
THURSDAY — FRIDAY — SATURDAY
Large Waste Basket

99C

Electric Mixer

$995

Folding wood & canvas lawn chairs

198
$

Folding chaise lounge

$69
'

Maple bunk bed with innerspring mattress

$1995

$39"

$59.50 Sealy mattress

$4995

$69.95 Sealy Witless mattress

$495

6 x 9 Gold seal congoleum rugs
34

Ton GE Deluxe air conditioner

$269

$3495
FULTON HARDWARE

Fairchild Power Saw

AND FURNITURE COMPANY
208 Lake Street

YOUNG BOY DIES
AT CONNELL AS
TRAIN HITS CAR
Car Stalls In Path
Of Freight; Four
Others Escape Death
Darryl Kent Doark. 6. of Carpluntersville. IlL. v, a a k5lled
instantly Wednesday afternoon,
July 18, as a northbound Illinois
Central Railroad freight smashed into his grandfather's car on
the McConnell Crossing. 7 miles
north of Martin.
The child's grandmother. Mrs.
Luther Bell of McConnell, was
slightly injured in the mishap
but the three other riders in the
car were unhurt
Cpl. Wayne Hood of the Tennessee Highway Patrol said that
the youth with his grandparents,
Mr and Mrs Luther Bell. and
his mother, Mrs Baxter Roark,
and sister. Ann. were returning
to the Bell home east of McConnell. in their car from Martin
where they had been shopping.
The accident occurred around 4
p.m.

to voice their opinions for what they would like the

, Ky.

Lb

Lb.45C

*owe

TIN

BUTT PORTION

1

Phone

Hood said Mr. Bell told him
that as he started across the
crossing he heard the train
blowing. Bell said he looked up
and saw it coming and slammed
on his brakes and told everybody to jump out. Mrs. Bell,
who was riding in the front at
along with Darryl Kent. reportedly had one foot on the ground
when the engine hit the front
of Bell's 1948 model Plymouth
near the front.
Hood said liittle Darryl Kent's
lifeless body was found in a
ditch along side of the track
some 45 feet from where the
.crash occurred. He theorized that
the youth sailed out of the car
at the impact of the crash.

HOSPITAL NEWS
Haws Memorial—
Mrs, Robert Thorpe, Rt. 4,
Fulton; R. Fulcher. Rt. 3, Union
City; Fred Wader-Rt. 1, Crutchfield; Peggy Peeples, Fulton;
Baits Byers, Dukedom; Mrs.
David Hensley, Fulton; Mrs. M.
W. Blankenship, Fulton; Mrs.
Ed Taylor, Fulton; Rev. Morris
Lee, Rt. 1, Crutchfield; Mrs. Milton ('ounce, Fulton; Dannie Fulcher, Union City; Patsy Cardwell, Rt. 4, Fulton; Mrs. Elizabeth Pope, Fulton; Mrs. Albert
Moss and baby, Fulton, Mrs.
Bobby Moss and baby, Rt. 1,
Fulton.
Jones Hospital—
Raymond Thompson, Wingo;
Leon Davis, Fulton; J. R. Kirby,
Fulton;
Mrs. Robert Davis,
Dukedom; Mrs. Aubrey Cruce,
Union City; W. H. Morris, Wingo; Ben Barnett, Cayce; Benton
Pittman, Fulton; Mrs. Harry
Richards, Fulton; Mrs. A. U.
Bowlin, Fulton; Mrs. M. C.
Payne, Fulton;
Mrs.
Willie
Brann, Fulton; J. L. Harper,
Fulton; W. D. Hackett, Cayce.
Fulton Hospital—
Mrs. J. M. Rhodes, Water Valley; Earl Spicer, Rt. 3, Clinton;
Mrs. Raymond Graddy, Cayce;
Nathan Puckett, Fulton; Mrs. J.
C. Jackson, Montgomery, Ala.;
Mrs. Jim Owens, Fulton; Don
Hill, Fulton; Pete Binford, Fulton; Clifton Linton, Fulton; Mrs.

Come

Save at A & P

SC2 —You'll

YOU CAN PUT YOUR TRUST IN Super Right Quality+ MEATS
CUT-UP TRAY PACK

Frying Chickens LB. 39c
OTEN-READT
SQUARE CDT

Lamb Shoulder Roast
Lamb Chops ( LOiI LA. 99f)
Leg-O-Lamb

_

ant

OVEN-READY

LA. 35$
IA. 89$
1.n. 690

SWIM HIGHT 1 ST TES 't
ALL NEAT
SDP=

oiogna
Sliced Bacon auswr
Cornish Hens1S-0

(Lb 79#) $1

Shrimp
Fish Sticks

CAW JOHN MILD
HEAT 'N EAT

*A•eatee• meat roprosonts *bout ISX of
yew feed kodcpt, its Important to know
reliable
. Airs "Super-Right" Quality Is a
standard of top swat yen*.

95

"Super-Right" assures you that whatever
111oe
je at ASAP Is Quality Right . ..
2_1
.
Prepared Right. . Sold
Right

BOX

—3

-

WOE. op
PKGS.

GOLDEN RIPE

Bananas

LARGE SIZE

MESE RED
DP
1.-INCH SATINJUMBO
11-SIXX

Peaches
Honey Dew Melons
Oranges
Limes

_4

Lag.

49$
49$
690

Rtgi

d Prieed Sigh(

2 LBS. 29.89C
Potatoes

0.11. NO 1 WEITZ
NOM OSOW11

---.
•
Granata Secuons 2
CALIFORNIA
VALENCIA_ -

JUIMUIC PSAS11JUll

Fruit Cocktail
Fig Bars
Apple Jelly
Luncheon Meat
Crackers
Grapefruit Juice

-

_

I T
ITL

--

me sisal

DOS.

3
9(

2c:450

SULTANA
IP
/
162 350

SILVERTOWN

2 ;13.. 29'
290
190
45
2

AND

FARM

CAN

SUPER RIGHT

I LE
BOX

ARISTOCRAT

44 OZ
CANS

AAP

Ballards Biscuits IaVAEDNY _ _2PKGS. 25'
Swanee Toilet Tissue _ _4
Velveeta

'CRAFTS

-

CHEESE FOOD

2

ROLL
PACK

LB.
LOAF

49'
89'

LB
30'
Parkay Oleomargarine ____ 1CTN.

Macaroni Dinner KRArrs ___2

490)

la.

PAS-MEADE MOE=
E. DITKIXtDil

FRESH FROZEN — MEDIUM SIZE
BARNACLE
BILL BRAND

7-0Z.
PKGS.

29'

10-11).

Krafts Caramels _

1-LB.
BAG

35'

Wrisley Bag Soap __
Heinz

JUNIOR )
BABY
FOOD.3 JARS 43c

6

STRAINEE
,4-0Z.
43
CANS

Heinz Pickles

- --

Heinz Soups

VEGETABLE
VARIETIES ._...L

CUCUMBER
SLICES

15 OZ
JAR

59
25'

69c

ak.

2 for 2k

Cantaloopes Home Grown
Orange Juice c=1:71rrnA
c)zif
.160z.
CANS

89

CAN
"M.
S

29c

850
EL, $249
Fight O'clock Coffee 3:
29(
Jar Caps 17`1,11"`"
$115
990
Fruit Jars
25 EA. $159
Sunnyfield Flour
750
6
Whitehouse Milk
33(
Sunshine Hi-Ho Crackers
RAG

BOX
OF 11

PTS.
DOZ.
EGTY 111171
BAL
RL
SELF
RISING

°TS
DOZ.
LB.

CAN
PACK

EVAP.
14140Z.

16-02.
BOX

Cherry Pie REG. 45c
JANE PARKER LARGE 8-INCH

55t
VALUE

L

JANE PARKER
FILLED

Coffee Calle DATE
JANE PARKER
Danish Whirls
Bar Cake

REQ.
3U

EA. 290
31$

PKG.
OF 4

ORANGE ICED GOLD OR
CHOC MARSHMALLOW

EA

9$

FRESH MILD

4.5c
Cheddar Cheese
lb

ke Cream clt1.1.","`T
Sharp Cheddar Cheese
Swiss Cheese
Deans Cottage Cheese

•2 GAL
CTN.

LB

69°
59°
69'

1-LR
CTN

28(

LB

WISC

DOMESTIC

6 ASS-1-D PLIOF. C94
BAG
J
BARS

SAG

WM LS. AVG.

Watermelon

WN

DELICIOUS
CANDY

us. 39$
1.A. 450
EA. 89%

ALL
GOOD

JOHN DALY GIVES YOU THE
LOW DOWN ON THE

August

'c

CONVENTIONS
Issu•
woman's day
The A&P Magazine

Heinz Ketchup
Mayonnaise _
SHEDDS OLD STYLE SAUCE 8-Oz

11 OZ
CANS

33'

27'
i.1-Aoz.
B 43,

14 02
BOTTLE

All Prices In This Ad Effective Through Saturday, July 28
AJAMICA'S MIIIMOIT ram trrtitu ...sacs

ft1461, ADAMS

Bottle 270

I.

MKShi Witani

Ists

ed and grieved over the death
of little Steve Webber, who removed from here to Incently
Walston
•
Mrs. Joyce Taylor •
Mrs. Carey Melds •
diana. He was the son of Rev.
Mrs Henry Webber, a form• ROCK SPRINGS
Mrs. Beatrice Via left Thurs- and
Accurate
The revival started at Poyners
fruitful revival closed
er pastor of the Cayce Methodist
Nettie Lou Copelen • A most
her
visit
to
Indianapolis
for
day
at Nei Salem Baptist Church Chapel Sunday night, Brother
Church. Steve was drowned in
WORKMANSHIP
Sunday. held throughout last Thomas Smithmier is the evan- children, Charles, J. T. and Mil- a lake Sunday afternoon at his
At Low Cost
Mr. and Mrs. John Sanders week by pastor Dempsey Hen- gelist and Herman Edwards dred Via, her grand daughter. home there. His body was flown
WAYMATIC
Patsy Via accompanied her.
Watches, Clocks and Theo visited awhile Sunday night with derson, assisted by Rev. L W. Choate the pastor.
to Memphis where his grandByrd
Bill
Walter
Mrs.
Mrs.
Horn,
and
Snow
Ky.
Thompson
W.
Paducah,
G.
Mrs.
Pat
and
Mr.
of
Carlin
Aces
Mrs.
and
Kinds
Mr.
Males of All
parents live. The body is at the
REGULATOR CO.
Fine discourses were deliver- and Debbie Bennett of Mayfield, and children, Mr. and Mrs. Har- National Funeral Home. Those
rattly Repaired at Low Cod Ella Veatch.
daughand
Mrs.
Thomas Mullins
ris Deloach and sun all of Jack- attending the funeral Tuesday
by—
Mrs. Pearl Cooper spent the ed by Rev. Carlin twice daily,
Mrs. son; and Mrs. Robert Gant and
Phone 1866
week with Mr. and Mrs. Elmore 2 and 8 p.m., and the attendance ters of Detroit, Mr. and
were: Mrs Wilson Fowler, An.
ANDREWS
B. son of Dresden, visited Mr. and
Mrs.
and
Hub
Mr.
and
Wrayservice.
each
at
good
was
girls.
Copelen and
nelle and Betty Glynn, Mrs E.
Electric—Acetylene
There were three profession of G. Lowry visited one day. re- Mrs. Grady Thompson over the C. Moseley and Eddie, Mrs MurJewelry Company
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow and
faith and the baptismal service cently with Mr. and Mrs. John week end.
Spot Welding
rell Williams acid Jinnie, Mr.
Mrs. Ella Veatch spent Sunday
afternoon at Yates.
Mrs. Marie Kimbro is visiting and Mrs. Samuel Holly and
afternoon with Mr. and Mrs. Ed was held Sunday
been
has
who
Finley,
Mr.
E.
J.
Mitchell's pond where Rev. HenWE SPECIALIZE IN
her brother, Malcolm Johnson daughters, Mr. and Mrs. TomCardwell and family.
derson baptized the three candi- ill several days in the Mayfield
FIELD SERVICE
my Jones, Mrs. Clint Workman,
Mr. Oscar Finch spent the day dates. There was one addition to hospital, is much improved and Jr., and family in Monroe, La.
Adrian and Erman and others.
SHOP WORK
AND
Mrs
Pittand
Mr.
William
with Mrs. Julia Byrd.
hopes to go home soon.
the church by letter.
Welders:
Mr. and Mrs. Hubie Barksspent
Barnes
Ernie
Mrs. Addie Casey is not feel- man left Friday morning for
Mr.
The annual meeting of those
Springfield, Mo. to visit her dale and son, Bobby, of Ca- L. A. SIMPSON
Thursday morning with Mr. interested in the up keep of ing so well at this time.
brother, Cleo Latta and other ruthersville visited Mrs. Daisie
HEELS
Floyd,
Herschel
Mr.
Snow.
Mrs.
and
Joe
Morgan Cemetery comes up the
T. J. EASTERWOOD
relatives.
Bondurant and Clarice Sunday
and
Williams
Mr.
and Mrs. L T.
in August,
WITHOUT NAILS
Mrs. Nettle Lee Copelen vis- second Saturday
Mrs.
Harand
Mr.
Raymond
• Nest to
afternoon.
are
Carr
ited Mrs. Fred Wilbur and fami- which is the 11th, and contri- Mr. and Mrs. Harold
risor of Fulton visited Mr. and
Mr and Mrs Roy Anions of
W. now have an Auto-Soler—
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Smoky
MADDEN
SONNIE
vacationing
the
in
pay
to
needed
be
will
night
butions
Thursday
presses
that
awhile
ly
m•chin•
the new
Mrs. Leroy Latta Sunday after- Memphis spent the week-end
this week.
fasteners deep Into leather—at•
DAVIS
AND
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Mrs. Ruth Veatch and Brenda the caretaker. Mr. Simpson. See
noonwith
tachLng heel taps (top lifts) as
Mr
and
Mrs. Jim Anmons.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Yates
smooth as new shoes, and Just
left Tuesday to visit her parents, the committee in charge of funds
Mr. and Mrs. Holbert Felts of
STOCK PEN
Casey
Ed.
visited
and
Mr
Mrs.
sicvIceable.
ea
with your donation, on or before
for a few days.
Sunday p.m. Mr. Casey is feel- Bardwell. and Mr. and Mrs. Roy
.0.121•11
that date.
The average U. S. citizen eats
felts of Milburn Visited Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Elmore Copelen,
Mrs. Charlie Vincent is recov- mg a lots better.
more than 16 pounds of meat a
Mrs.
Holt
Jake
Sunday.
Marie and Mrs. Pearl Cooper visMr. and Mrs. P. W. Taylor and
• Tune to WFUL Fee Local News
ering from cat bites and is able
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Drisdoll of year.
ited Mr. and Mrs. Bradley CopeMr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry atto
be
out.
Sedalia
spent
Sunday
Mr.
with
len Sunday.
the Cuba
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. tended service at
Copelen
Miss Martha Kay
Church of Christ one night dur- and Mrs. Carl Phillips.
SunMrs. T. D. Smith of Paris visButon Lassiter the following ing the revival.
spent Saturday night and
Verne
her niece Mrs. Rupert Latta
ited
Mrs.
and
Mr.
with
Mr.
of
and
Sunday visitors
relatives gathered in to spend
Fulton, Ky. day
204 Main,
and Mr. Latta Thursday. Other
Byrd and Roy.
the day; Mr. and Mrs. Ed Las- Mrs. Euwin Rowland and fami- visiters were - Mrs. Harry Marsiter, Detroit; Mr. and Mrs Eu- IY were Mr. and Mrs. Goebel Mc- cus and family, in the afternoon
gene Lassiter, Martin; Dr. New_ Clure and W. L and Allie Row- Mr. and Mrs Marion Miller and
SPRAYERS — SPRAYS — SPRAY MATERIALS
ell S. Doran who is spending his Iand•
Willie Jackson.
For weeds, brush, tobacco, roses, flowers
the
was
Crawford
Margaret
vacation here and your corresRev. J. W. Smith, Mrs. Smith
For killing bugs, worms and all pests
pondent. We enjoyed the day in guest of Shirley Glisson of May- and boys were Sunday supper
tractor sprayers and materials
TRICO
our childhood home and just field one night last week.
in the home of Mr. and
A number from Bethlehem guests
naturally days of the past were
Mrs.
Carl
Phillips.
church drove to Water Valley
reminisced,
I Have Moved the
OUR SEED CLEANING PLANT IS NOW IN FULL
Mr and Mrs. Noman Harris Sunday evening to hear Larry
OPERATION! Let us clean your Barley,—Clover,—
continue to improve, with addi- Breedlove preach.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Jones and • CAYCE NEWS
tions to their home near here,
Fescue
in
visited
A.
McGuire
A.
Mrs.
making more improvement; with
Clarice Honduras! •
and
added bedrooms the building is Millington Saturday night
On Lake Street to
looking very nice at this writing. Sunday, as the guests of Mr. and
IT'S PAINT UP AND FIX UP TIME
The family of the late Mr and
tia-z.. Graham
Wilkins and Mrs. Eudy and children.
Mrs. Golie Wade are enjoying a
Williams,
Roscoe
and time for that good HANNA'S Paint — the
.
.
.
Mesdames
Mayfield, Ky. viachildrer. •
family reunion at the homes of
'7- and sins. B. Harry Yates, John Yates and B. Mr.
best yet. Complete stock house paint, farm paint;
tied pam;
and Mrs. Chester Wade. Mr
W. Westbrook. i.•!re last week. G. Lowry shopped in Mayfield Mr. and Mrs. Murrell Jeffress.
interior or exterior.
week.
last
day
one
Hempand
Rev
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Mrs
Street
Church
On
Those
visiting
art.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Sunday dinner guests of
hill, Union City, Mr and Mrs.
Seward Wade and sons of New
SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY
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were dinner
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True last Friday night and atBaker Larry and Cecilia of
tended the revival at New Sal- Crittenden, Susan and Nan Lou, Memphis, Tenn.
friends and customers.
"IT PAYS" TO SHOP AT
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F Taylor, Joyce
em Baptist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Neeley of
Mrs. Buton Lassiter is able to and Handel Carr.
Fulton were Thursday night dinbe out some, after a seige of inner guests of Mr. and Mrs. E.
fection in her limb, however she
C. Moseley.
wears it bandaged up
Mrs. Toyner entertained her
Mrs. Susie Frietds remains
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nic at Fteelfoot Lake Sunday afhere. She has been confined to
ternoon.
her bed an invalid for more than
The town of Cayce Was shockTh
five years.
-Saturday, Aug. 4, is annual
meeting at the Acre cemetery.
Crackdown In 3-Month
It is also time to pay the carePeriod Results In
You are invited to inspect the newly-decorated and enlarged
taker, Mr. Grant Bynum. see the
committee in charge of funds
$10-$35
Of
Average Fines
with your contribution.
Kentucky revenue men have
caught more than 1,600 truckSouthern States Folks ers at road blocks and charged
with violating the state's
Enjoy Picnic At Lake them
motor fuel tax lav.,c
Of the 1.626 arrested between
Emplo‘•ees of the Southern
were
States Cooperative, West Ken- April 5 and July 1, 1,431
truckers
law,
state
Under
fined.
tucky District, enjoyed a picnic
highat Carr and Third Streets, in Fulton
at Kentucky Lake Sunday after- are required to procure
licenses,
noon, July' 22, with about 100 way motor fuel users'
post bond and file quarterly tax
attending,
activity in
We have alWays been better equipped and more advanced than FunLocal persons attending were: reports on trucking
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Ellis and Kentucky.
eral Homes. in our size city, but now we are better equipped than
truckers
A 1956 law requires
son, Frankie; Mr. and Mrs. Curequipment of
ever.
heavy
operating
tis Baldwin and son, Anthony;
a speMr. and Mrs. Thomas Bruce and four or more axles to pay
on
boys, Paul and Ray; Mr. and cial two-cent-a-gallon surtax
consumed in
Mrs. Robert Hancock and Mr. each gallon of fuel
** Fully air-conditioned Chapel. Curtains for privacy, wall-to-wall
Kentucky This is in addition to
Mrs. Glyn Bard.
-gallon
carpeting, electronic organ.
-cents-a
the regular seven
diesel fuel
Grade-A dairy farmers of tax on gasoline and
Green County have now com- imposed on all vehicles.
•• The addition we have just completed is a new, and completely seppleted their change over to bulkTune to WIT% Tor Local News
tank handling of milk.
erate, "Preparation Room." It is the room
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ANNOUNCING
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WHITE WAY BARBER SHOP

JACK GRAVES BARBER SHOP

JACK HOGG

ACIarrvdSons

1600 TRUCKERS
FINED FOR FAILURE
TO PAY SSTATE TAX

HORNBEAK
FUNERAL HOME

BLANKET
SALE

•1111127-__

2
COTTAGE CHEESE
Families love the good taste of Cottage
Cheese, and women love the way it saves
money. You get the same protein as in meat
at a fraction of the cost. No bone, no gristle,
and no waste! Sensitive tununies love Cottage
Cheese, too ... it's easy to digest!
IN YOUR STORE OR CALL FOR DELIVERY

219

PURE MILK COMPANY
Phone 813

Fast Fourth Street, Fulton

where the body of Your
loved one is prepared for funeral and burial. We do not believe
you will find a "Preparation Room" anywhere as modern, sanitary,
and well arranged for it's requirements, as you find in ours. A
most sacred reverence is maintained at all times.
•

•_.• Embalmers fully licensed in both Tennessee and Kentucky, with at
least one on duty at all times.
•

•• A COMPLETE service: Removal from home or hospital, use of
Funeral home and chapel, use of funeral cars, use of tent and cemetery equipment, arranging for Pallbearers, Minister, Music'and
any needed details, opening grave and casket of your choice.
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CLEANED 89c SINGLE or
FOR

DOUBLE

•• We have never refused a call because of financial conditions. You
will not be embarrassed because of an purchase you make. Our
adult services start at $99.00.

AT CALL OFFICE
$1.09 DELIVERY

•• Ambulance service anywhere, anytime. Oxygen wheni treeded.

Beautifully Cleaned I
Sealed in Sparkling Cellophane I
Ready for Storage I

SALE ENDS AUGUST 4
OK LAUNDRY AND
CLEANERS, INC.
East State Line

Al
_Stook_

1955 Tennessee Legislature passed a law requiring all burial
policies written after the bill became law to be paid in cash, should
the benificiary desire. Prior to that they are payable in merchandise
and service. We have never had any trouble in getting a fair settlement with the writers of these contracts when we were called
u Funeral Director.

•• The

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Visit us anytime, at your convenience

Fulton
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Diary of Doin's

Claiming wide social interest is the announcement
made today by Miss Mary Davis Weaks of her wedding
plans to Lt. John Dicken. Miss Weaks is the daughter
By Mary Nelle Wright
of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Board Weaks of Fulton and LieuThe News writes social happenings about you and
tenant Dicken is the son of Mr. and Mrs. William Francis
Dicken, of Bethel, Kentucky.
your friends (Listen To Airwave Diaryt Thursday,
Miss Weaks and Lieutenant Dicken will be married at
ern A. M., Over WFUL)
the First Methodist Church on Saturday. August 4 at
Fulton people are the HAPPIEST ones! Every week six thirty in the evening. Reverend Henry E. Russell,
when your Diarist sits at her typewriter recording the pastor of the church will perform the ceremony.
comings and goings of our friends — we get a real hap- Mr. George Huddleston, choir erica Gibson and Jane White
master of historic Trinity Epis- as bridesmaids Miss Latta is a
py feeling inside_ -- just because everyone_ seems to be copal
Church in New Brunswick, cousin of the bride. Little flowenjoying all of the little parties, the family outings and New Jersey will render
the nup- er girls will be also the bride's
the out-of-town visitors.
tial music.
cousins, Misses Carmen an d
Sometimes it seems as if we are running — running — Miss Weaks has chosen as her Marianna Weaks
trying to take advantage of the lovely days — the sun — mailiof honor her cousin, Miss Lieutenant Dicken has chosand the warmth. Because these days are all TOO short — CarolN Ratcliff of Vinita, Ok- en his brother, Frank Dicken of
lahoma. Her matron of honor

Lexington, Kentucky as his best
We know they had
will be Mrs. Maurice Mulcahy man. Groomsmen will be Cy
of Lexington, Kentucky, sister Dicken, brother of the groom of
Bethel; Parks Weaks, cousin of
Your Diarist had an ever so of the groom.
The popular bride-elect, who the bride of Fulton; Jere" Nichnice visit with Bob Nolen Monday afternoon. Bob lives in has been the inspiration for ols, Louisville; Jim Fossett, of
of
Philadelphia with his daughter, many delightful social events in Falmouth, Warren Risk
Mary Nolen McAfee and her her honor has chosen Misses Frankl,ort, Ky. and Torn Proctor
husband, Capt. J. S. McAfee and Anne Latta, Ella Doyle, Fred- of Lexington.,
he is here visiting his sister, Hattie Bennett on Park Avenue. We of Betty Jo and John Jo Camp- Nancy Wilson Fossett gave a
had much conversation because bell Sunday. evening . .
lovely dinner-bridge party last
his grandson is a Plebe at AnLittle Ann Conley Hunt of Thursday evening at 7 o'clock
napolis—so we are sending let- Mayfield -spent Tuesday and honoring Mary Davis Weaks.
ters to Annapolis, Philadelphia Wednesdify. with her grandpar- The party was given in the atand other points BAST trying to ents. Ruby and Maxwell Mc- tractive recreation room at the
get his grandson, Robert S. Mc- Dade on Third Street . . . Mr. Murphy home on Second Street.
Afee and our son, Don, togeth- and Mrs. Wendell Hinkley and Each window in the room held
er.. How time flies—it seems children, Betsy and Tom of Lex- arrangements of lovely garden
only yesterday when they were ington. Ky. returned home flowers and blooming plants.
just little boys playing together Tuesday after spending two days
Mary Davis wore a trousseau
And
an ouung on the lake in the Nolen-Weaks
and Wright with his mother, Mrs. Chester
V asn't enough for Annie Laurie yards over on Park Avenue. . Binkley . . Mr. and Mrs. C. D. fro,:k made of pink linen. Her
.
gift corsage of pale blue asters
she and her daughter, Rachel
Michell and sons, Dan. Blair looked lovely against the pink
Hunter WiWams and, two of the
Lynn and Mary Louise Hous- and Steve of Richmond, Virginia sheath dress. Her hostesses preWilliams children "took off'
ton and little daughter, Susan. have been the guests of Dr. and sented her with a piece of china
ea! ly Sunday morning (a week
Mrs. M. .W. Blankenship at their in her chosen pattern.
ago l for Gatlinburg. This was of Mason. Ohio are enjoying a home in Country Club Court .
visit
with
his
parents,
the
E.
N.
Mary Lee Lyons of Lakeland,
a SPECIAL trip for Ann and litHoustons on the Union City Gerald Aldridge is spending the Fla, was given a guest gift.
tle Jim They spent hours wadsummer
with
his
mother in MiHighway. They arrived Saturday
Betty Weaks won high score for
ing in Pigeon River and driving
. . Mr. and Mrs.
night and will stay for two Rini, Florida
over the beautiful mountains —
Al Koetting have returned to the bridge games. Mary Davis
weeks.
.
just doing everything to make
their home in Syracuse, Mo., af- Weaks second high and Kathryn
Mr. and Mrs T. J Kremer
the children have a good time
ter spending several days with Firowder won bridge-bingo. The
711try came home Friday We saw spent the weekend in Owens- George and Esther Hester at guest list included 28 friends of
the honoree.
Ruth Williams in town one day boro visiting their son Randolph their home on Green Street .
with the '•littlest" Williams and Kramer and family . . . Mr. and
she was thoroughly enjoying Mrs. F. D. Dillon and children
The lovely home of Kathryn
Parties and more parties for
keeping her little granddaughter Gayle and Carolyn, have re- popular Mary Davis
and Smith Atkins was the scene
Weeks!
while the others were on their turned home from a visit in the Mary, you know, is
the bride- of a beautiful party honoring
Smoky Mountains, the Cherokee
trip
Mary Davis Weeks Friday afReservation in North Carolina, elect of Lt John Hawkins Dick- ternoon at 1 o'clock. Hostesses
Lookout
Mountains,
Natural en of Bethel, Ky.
for the delightful luncheon.Genevieve Shuck of Fulton and Bridge, and Shiloh National
Last Tuesday Mary was honbridge were Kathryn, Jean Atored
the U S. Copelands of Water Park
with
a
lovely
bridge
lunchMrs J. W Norman and
Valley are happy parents these her two daughters, Mrs. David eon in the home of Irene White kins Sensing, Belle and Betsy
days because their "children" Willingham of Speed. Indiana on the Mayfield Highway. Irene Whitesell.
The spacious Third Street
are home again 'Bobby Sam and Mrs H F McGinnis a New and daughter, Jane, Ruby Mcwife Linda York, left Thursday for Speed Dade and daughter. Ann McDade home was decorated throughout
cepelanc1
and
(Shuck) and little daughter where Mrs Norman and Mrs. Hunt were hostesses for the with artistic arrangements of
flowers carrying out the pink
Jennifer Lee arrived iin Fulton McGinnis will be the guests of delightful affair.
and white color scheme.
last Friday Bobby Sam received Mi-s. Willingham. After a week,
Attractive
containers
held
Fourteen of the 24 guests
his discharge from the U. S. Mrs. McGinnis will return to her beautiful arrangements of sumwere seated at the bride's table
Army in Augusta. G. on the home in New Yor k. .
mer flowers throughout the
In the dining room. The table
19th of this month
house.
was centered with a gorgeous
We stopped for a minute SunMary Davis wore a stunning silver and crystal epergne which
Chuck Hanley of Hodgenville, day. to say hello to Martha Neal
mustard-colored
linen
sheath held glowing white tapers and
Ky wis a guest of Max McDade and Warren Gaer who are here
dress with velvet trim. Her gift an arrangement of white pelast week Chuck and Max at- with their little son, Douglas, for
corsage was of white carnations. tunias and pink carnelia touchtended Kentucky Military In- a visit with her parents, Odle
The guests enjoyed games of me-nots.
stitute at Lyndon. Ky last year. and
T h e bridge from 10 o'clock until 12
Bernard Houston
A dainty bride-doll marked
Gaers live in Des Moines, Iowa. noon when a delicious two- the place of the
honoree and a
We were so happy to see Clay- The Houston family have been
course luncheon was served. The cluster of frosted white wedding
ton and Mary lee (Haws) Lyons having • reunion because Shirdinine
table.
draped
in
a
white
bells was used at the opposite
at the Country Club Sunday af- ley Houston Holt and husband
cut work cloth, had as its cen- end of the table. Place cards
ternoon. They are visiting Mary Eddie and baby Susan of Tupelo,
terpiece a lovely arrangement of decorated with miniature bouLee's mother, Lois Haws in the Miss, are also here. They are
white shasta daisies and glad- quets of net and flowers marked
Highlands. And we don't want having a wonderful time we
ioli
the places of the guests at the
te forget to mention that they know — just having all of the
Ann Holland won high score dining table. The other guests
brought their two little boys family together . .
in the bridge games and Mary were seated at card tables ovalong. toe Laittle Tommie was
Lee (Haws) Lyons of Lakeland, erlaid with white linen cloths
with them at the club and he
Emily Walker (Mrs Charles) Fla, held second high. The host- and centered with miniature
swimenjoying
was
the
really
and her two Sons are home again esses presented Mary Davis with bouquets of pink and white.
ming pool. Dick is a little too
after spending a week in Bard- a lovely gift.
Their places were also marked
young for a swim-!ao we supwell with her parents, Mr, and
Those who attended
were with dainty place cards.
pose that his grandmother was
Mrs S J. Basharn . .
Patrice Mary Davis, the honoree, Elsie
Mary Davis wore a stunning
enjoying him that afternoon.
Hamby of Nashville is visiting Weaks, her mother, Ella and linen sheath dress and her gift
The Lyons family live in Lakethe Gus Bards on Carr Street Myrtle Doyle, Mary Latta, Bet- corsage was made of coral
land. Florida The y •‘•e had a lot
. . Nancy
Bushart,
Nancy ty Weaks, Florence Beadles, glamelias. She was presented a
here.
been
they've
of fun while
Sandra Stephenson, Gary Kathryn Browder, Jean Sensing, piece of china in her chosen patDame,
We don't know how many par- Williamson, Wallace Shankle
Kathryn Atkins, Cissy Hatfield, tern.
ties have been given for them,
and Byron Siege have returned Ann Holland, Montez Baird. LoFollowing the delicious lunchbut one little get-together was
to Fulton after attending Chi rene Hughes of Paducah, Joan eon, games of bridge were played
out at Dr Danny and Joan
Rho Camp at the new Christian Baird, Mary Nelle Wright, Mary with Elsie Weeks holding high
Baird's Saturday night. Lois
Church camp site on Kentucky Neal Weaks, Elva Fall and score. Jane Edwards won second
were
Miller
Rodney
Jean and
I.ake near Fair Dealing. Emily Mary Lee Lyons.
high. Grace Russell and Carolyn
Dame, Maree Bushart and FlorReams were luncheon guests.
ence Beadles accompanied the
Marian Murphy, Cissy Hatgroup of young people . . .
field, Mary Ethna Wilson and
Miss Elizabeth Collings of
A group of ladies, whom we
know, can surely .oe in this
"Happy Days" categoryecause
they never seem to lerir DULL
day go by. Pethaps we should
tell you their names — Annie
Laulie Baldridge Ann Whitnel,
Jo Pigue and Corinne Evans.
Annie Laurie invited them up to
the Beidridge cottage at the Irvin Cobb Resort on KenTustcy
Lake. They Event TItINEE whole
delicious days up there — just
taking life easy — chatting, and
playing bridge morning, noon
and night! They had SCADS cf
fun Everyone came home buppy
as a LARK after such a nice outing . . .

there, too

Bill and Elizabeth McDade of
Mayfield and Russell and Inez
Johnson of Murray were guests

at

111P 011.

M er!e Oberon - Lex Barker
in
THE PRICE OF FEAR
- -plus.--

You

rial
ould
dise
setBed

Lash La Rue and
Al (Fuzzy) St John
in
OUTLAW COUNTRY
Also--Blunder Boys (2Stooge Comedy) and Cartoon
SUN. - MON. - TUES.

FRANK

•

Atr Conditioned
.. THUR.-FRI.-SAT.
2—BIG HITS--2
Alan Ladd—Lizabeth Scott
in
"RED MOUNTAIN"
(In Technicolor)
—and—
WALK THE DARK STREETS
—plus—
Chapter 4 of Sea Hound and
Cartoon—Neapolitan Mousse
'SUN.-MON.-TUES.-WED.
UMW

johNNy
eNcho

IN
HIS
FIRST
WESTERN!

••••••• oft 000 Wit,

Latest Paramount News and
Golden Glamour—Little Red
School Mouse (Cartoon)

192 Si at laslosms "Iri

JOAN
, CRAWFORD
t
AUTUMN
LEAVES
AMOS MU flIMUMNI

—.and—
Cartoon—Be /End To Animals

Louisville will become the bride
of James Read Holland of Ful- The Fulton News Thursday July 26, 1956 Page 7
ton on Saturday evening, Auguest 4, at 8 o'clock, at the home will be given by Mrs. George
20 SOLICITORS ON DRIVE
of her mother, Mrs. Ben H. Col- ReiLing on August 2 at the AuA
committee from Hickman
lings, at 2200 Newbury Road in dubon Country Club
and that
which visited
Louisville.
Memphis
last
same day Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mr. Holland who is associated
week for facts and figures on a
with the University of Kentucky Dishman entertain with a cock- proposed swimming pool for the
at Lexington, Ky., is the son of tail party. Mr. and Mrs. L. R. community estimated the cost of
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Holland of Stutz will gave the rehearsal the pool at $12,000. The pool is
dinner at the Pendennis Cldb on to be of concrete construction
Fulton.
and would
Miss Collings has chosen as Friday night August 3.
be completely
equipped. Dimensions are 30x
her attendants Miss Nancy Jo
Scott of Louisville, Miss Lois
Little Becky Barber had a 75 feet and the pool would go
Read Lewis, a cousin of the wonderful time' celebrating her from a depth of three feet to
groom, of Anchorage, Ky., Mrs. fifth birthday with a party givs pine feet at the deepest point.
John Mills of Washington, D. C., en by her mother at her home on
Mrs. Stanley Merrill of Terrace McDowell Street.
Brenda Covington, Paul BrockPark, Ohio, Mrs. George Grattan
The children enjoyed games well, Brenda Elliott and James,
IV of Louisville and Mrs. James during the afternoon and were
Johnny and Jack Bell.
B. Meriwether of Princeton, N. J. served cake, ice cream and
punch.
All
of
Becky's
little
Those who will serve as
af— •
groomsmen for Mr. Holland will friends brought her a nice gift.
Those
who attended were Shirbe Mr. William Campbell of
1
Miamisburg, Ohio, Mr. J. W. ley Mae Greer, Vicky Wallace,
Denham, Jr. of Pittsburg, Pa, Bobby Winston, Kay Brooks,
Dr. Daniel Baird and Mr. George
MOVIES
Mac Nall of Fulton, Ky., Mr.
FUIXON-MARTIN
Jess Gardner, Lexington, Ky.
HIWAY, 45 F..
and Mr. Charles Dishman of
Louisville.
THUR. - FRI —JULY 26-27
Mr. Holland and his bride
NEVER SAY GOODBYE
will leave Lexington by plane
Rock Hudson Carnell Borchers
on August 12 for Indonesia,
(In Color)
where he will teach for two
—plus-years in the University of InTHE BEAST FROM
WED.-THLTRS.-FRI.
donesia at Etandung.
20 THOUSAND FATHOMS
Features 6:50 and 9:05
And by-way-of the Louisville
SATURDAY—JULY 28
Jane Russell—Richard Egan
Times we heard that Elizabeth
DAWN AT SOCCORO
(Cissy) Collings, whose marriage REVOLT OF MAMIE STOVER
Piper Laurie
Rory Calhoun
to James Read Holland is ar(in Color)
ranged for Saturday night, AuSAT -SUN -MON
gust 4. at home, has more
GAMBLER FROM NATCHKZ
than the usual fever proAlan Ladd—Ftossana Podesta
Debra Paget
Dale Robertson
duced by shots. Unlike most
(In Color)
"SANTIAGO"
bride-elects, who are concerned
—plus--with shoes and showers, Cissy is
TOUGHEST MAN IN ARIZONA
concentrating on
shots and
Vaughn Monroe
TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY
shirts—Indonesian style. Sh e
and her fiance are making the Dorothy Dandridge—Pearl Bailey
SUNDAY -MONDAY
rounds of the various medical
"CARMEN JONES"
BACK LASH
depots which administer yellow
Richard Widrnark Donna Reed
Features at 7:00 and 9 00
fever shots, etc. a required pre(In Color)
liminary to their reparture for
—plus—
the University of Indonesia,
FEMALE ON THE BEACH
..
NEXT
THURS.-,FRL
where he will teach in the enJoan Crawford
Jeff Chandler
gineering department.
Jeanne Simmons—Guy Madison
The State Department is send-HILDA CRANE"
TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY
ing 10 scientists to Indonesia to
ONLY GOD KNOWS
teach and Read is one of them.
Eric Linden
A metallurgical engineer, he has
All Above Pictures in
been working toward his DocCANYON PASSAGE
Color and Cinemaseope
tor's Degree at the University of
Rod Cameron
Kentucky. He and Cissy plan to
leave on August 12. They will
go by-way-of Honolulu, Tokyo,
Hong Kong, Bangkok, Singapore — then on to Jakarta, Java
—and their destination
Bandung, Indonesia.
2 miles ,North of Fulton on US 51 at the "Y"

1.1 I DRIVE-IN

- COMING!

Cissy and Read are being extensively entertained by their
many friends around Louisville
and Lexington. Last Friday night
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Gardner of
Lexington gave a supper for
them and Mr. and Mrs. Greg
Spalding had a small boat party
for them last week.
On July 21 Mrs7 Deroy Scott,
and her daughter, Nancy Jo
Scott entertained with a kitchen
shower; on July 24, Mrs. C.
Dwight Townes gave a linen
shower and coffee.
The
bridesmaids' luncheon

FRI - SAT - SUN AUG 3 - 4 - 5
FIRST SHOWING IN THIS AREA !

tiOT BLOOD
Starring Jane Russell, Cornell Wilde
PLUS

FAR HORIZONS
Starring Charlton Heston, Fred McMurray
— In Color and Cinemascope —

911.WeillacScin4

JULY SALE
COTTON it DACRON DRESSES — —

NOW 91 95

Formerly Priced to $22.95, Famous Makes

qpi.

of

r)ti r

2 miss North d Pakas
IMILP1111015-11114
v •• AVM

-veee•
•

ITI()Find

Miss Mary Davis Weaks Makes Known Her
Wedding Plans To Lieutenant John Dicken

Friday — Saturday and Sunday
JULY 27 - 28 - 29

STRATEGIC
AIR COMMAND
Starring James Stewart and June Allyson
IN COLOR and VISTAVISION
PLUS

RUN FOR
COVER
Starring Jathes Cagney
IN COLOR and VISTAVISION

COTTON DRESSES

NOW$895

Fomerly Priced to $14.95

ONE GROOP SUMMER DRESSES — — — — NOW $595
MEN SUMMER SUITS

NOW 25% OFF

VAN HEUSEN SHORT SLEEVE SPORT SHIRTS —
(REDUCED TO $ 195)
ONE GROUP SUMMER PIECE GOODS DRASTICALLY
REDTICED

"Mr. Tomorrow"

Page 8 The Fulton News Thursday July 26, 1956

SERVICE
NOTES

Tenn.
A baptising was held at the
Mrs. George Elliott • Camp Ground Crossing Sunday
afternoon. The three candidates
Brother Wall delivered the from Pleasant View were; Mrs.
at Gargus, Judy Hazelwood, and
service
morning
regular
Pleasant View the past Sunday. Ronnie Wall.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer HazelMrs. Dovie Simpson is spendwood, Carol and Kay spent Sating a few days with Mr. and Mrs. urday night and Sunday with
Alton Simpson.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wall.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Wall
Mr. and Mrs. Jeter Bowlin and
attended church services at Cane
Lynn returned home last week
Creek Sunday.
from a very enjoyable trip to
Quite a few children and Michigan.
grown-ups enjoyed a weiner,
Mr. and Mrs. Webb Brown visroast at the church Saturday
ited Mrs. Jennie Brown of Marnight. Everyone had a very nice
tin Sunday afternoon.
time it seemed.
The W.M.U. met Thursday
and Mrs. Johnny Hazelregular meeting at
part of last week night in the
wood
The following memvisiting his brother near Alamo, the church.
bers were present; Sara Wall,
Margaret Holt, Magdaline Jackson, Madge McNett, Mrs. Moore,
Mrs. Gargus aild Tommie Elliott.

•PLEASANT VIEW

BURROW CANNON
& BURROW
Insurance and Real Estate
For Best Service in Fire
and Automobile Insurance
SEE

Charley Stephenson

Fulton's oil well, located a
few miles north of the city on
property owned by E. L. Cook,
hasn't turned a gear yet, the
rig standing patiently waiting
while the driller prospects around
the midwest for additional ma
ter ials.

$7500 off

Oil ANY NECCHI SEWING MACHINE
on our Floor

$50" off
ON ANY 1956 TELEVISION
on oar Fhxhr

ROPER RADIO & TV SERVICE
306 Main St.

Top row, (I. to r.I: DANNY ROBBINS. age 11, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Robbins. 115 Jefferson St.. and grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Dan Hastings and Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Robbins; JAMES
EDWARD KING, age 6. 900 of Mr. and Mrs. Mollie King of
Fulton; PAUL W'ESTPHELING, III, age 8, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Westpheling, Jr., Highlands.
Bottom row,
to r.): PAUL BLALOCK, JR.. age 9, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Blalock, 104 Third Street, Fulton and
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Jim Blalock of Dresden and Mrs.
Lula Blankenship of Atwood, Tenn.; ROBERT LEE, age 7, son
of Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Lee, 115 Cleveland Avenue. Fulton, and
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Ethel Habiline and Mr. and Mrs.
Dolphie Lee; MARK FIELDS, age 21 2, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Fieids of Fulton and grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Odle
Fields of Crutchfield.

NO DRILLING YET

FULTON VALUE DAYS SPECIAL!

Fulton

Phone 307

DEATHS
JIM BROCKIFELL

ficiated. Burial, under direction
of Hornbeak Funeral Home, was
is Harmony Cemetery.
Mr Scott died Monday afternoon, July 16, at 2, at the Fulton
Hospital, after a few hours illness. He was stricken about 3
a. m. at his, home near Crutchfield and was rushed to the hospital in a Hornbeak ambulance.
Mr Scott was a widower. His
wife preceded him in death in
1925. He was a farmer and for
the past 14 years had lived on
the farm of Mrs Edna Alexander on Crutchfield, Route 1.
We. Scott was born Oct. 3.
1886 he Hickman. County, Ky.,
son of the late William and Etta
McClanahan Scott
He leaves a son. J. M. Scott
of Detroit: a brother, Wade
Scott of Fulton. Route 4; a stepbrother, A. W Tarver of Crutchfield, Route I; and two grandchildren.

Services were held Tuesday
afternoon at the Central Church
of Christ, for Jim Brockwell,
who died Sunday morning at
10'35, at Haws Memorial Hospital, after being in the hospital
for the past week. Bro. Oliver
Cunningham, minister officiated.
Burial, under direction of Hornbeak Funeral Home was in Rock
Springs Cemetery He was 60.
Mr Brockwell. a retired Illinois Central employee, was born
April 30, 1896 in Obion County,
the son of the late James T. and
Lena Polsgrove Brockwell.
Mr. Brockwell leaves his wife,
Mrs. Myrtle Dodson Brockwell;
three sons, M. C., James Mallory
and Raymond Doris Brockwell,
of Fulton; three daughters, Mrs.
J. V. Webb of Detroit, Miss Eva
MRS. C. M. WRIGHT
Nell Brock-well of Chicago and
Miss Casale Brockwell of FulMrs. C. M Wright of Fulton.
ton; four brothers. Fate and John Route I. died
Friday at Jones
Brockwell of Martin, Albert Hospital,
after several weeks'
Brockwell of Dresden; two sis- illness.
ters, Mrs. William Pate of MarShe was a mother of Ws
tin and Mrs. Tillman Cooley of
Wright Pedigo a n d
Fulton; four grandchildren, Lar- Marian
ry, Sandra Kay and Michael Charles Wright.
Mrs Wright was member of
Webb of Detroit, and Mickey
Brockwell of Fulton; 22 nephews the Church of Christ
Funeral services were held at
19 nieces. a number of cousins
the Hornbeak Funeral Home
and a host of friends.
chapel Saturday afternoon, July
21, at 4 Bro Oliver CunningCAM. SCOTT
ham, minister of the Central
Church of Christ, officiated.
Services for Carl Scott, 89, of Burial was in Palestine CemeWednesCrutchfield were held
tery
day afternoon at 2, at the Harmony Methodist Church. The
Rev j F McMinn' pastor' of-

CLEARANCE!
Women's and Children's

SUMMER SHOES
$2.98,3.98 values------ $2.00
$3.50
$4.99 values $1.99 values - - - - - $1.00

r)as a.1 1 1 C.I I M

wit

FULTON, KENTUCKY

lk

TOUL, France -- Pvt. Robert
L. Davis, 18, son of Mrs. Gustave
Spinks, 305 Holder St., Fulton,
Ky., helped the Toul Engineer
Depot win the "Best Installation Plaque" in the Army's
European Communications ,?.one
.
Base Section in France.
The award is given monthly to
the-.installation rated highest for
the soldierly appearance and
morale of its personnel and for
inspeaions of barracks, kitchens, recreation facilities and administration.
Davis is an engineer parts supply specialist in the 52d F.ngineer Company He entered the
Army in November 1955 and was
last stationed at Fort Belvoir,
Va. Davis arrived in Europe last
April.
He is a 1955 graduate of Weakley High School, Martin. Tenn.

Shading outside gasoline storage tanks with a shed cover or
locating them under the shade
of trees cuts down evaporation
loss materially.
Loss of evaporation through
the vent can run as high as 10
per cent in a month's time when
tanks are exposed to hot summer sun, according to Houston
Luttrell, U-T Extension assistant agricultural engineer. Over-

WANTED
Radios and TV Sets that
'can not be fixed.'

Ask
our
pair
like

Pfc. Alvin L Taylor. 19, son
of Mrs. I
Rice, Route 3,
Hickman, Ky, is assigned to the
11th Airborne Division in Germany.
Taylor, a rifleman in Company
L of the division's 511th Regiment, entered the Army in April
1955 and arrived overseas in
February of this year
He completed basic trailing
at Fort Chaffee, Ark.

The spiritual sense of life and
its grrand pursuits is of itaell
a bliss, health-giving and joy.
inspiring.

your neighbor about
service. We can reANY radio or TV
new - -, fast.

2011 Main St

Fulton Value Days
JULY 26TH, 2111I, 11111
SUITS, SUCKS,SPORT SHIRTS,
AND STRAW HATS
AT SAVINGS OF

5.
•

20% TO SO%
RICE'S MEN'S WEAR
Main Street

Fulton, Ky.

Must Be Made By
October First

The best way to keep down
rat population on farms is to
destroy their living places, such
as trash heaps, and to cut off
their food supply by storing
grains and feeds where rats cannot reach
_ them.

DAYTON V-BELTS
for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
PHONE 201

FULTON

During Fulton Value Days
LADIES WASH FROCKS

TABLE OF

MISSES & HALF-SIZES

$1.19

RESERVE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUA NITY

SUMMER FABRICS
ON SALE

Regular 98c & 89c yard values

69c yard

ODDS AND
ENDS

99c
MENS & BOYS CAPS
SPECIAL!

25C

JULY
CLEARANCE
SALE!

Up to 3.95 'Ladies Shoes

1.99

Up to 4.95 Ladies Shoes

2.99

Many outstanding items in men's

Up to 10.00 Men's Shoes

5.99

and ladies' Wear I

Up to 4.95 Children Shoes

1.99

Childrens & Misses Sandals
SIZES 2/
1
2-8, 8/
1
2-3

1.69

BIG SAYINGS

Tune

Teleph(ine 126

SHOP AT...•...•.

FULTON VALUE
DAYS
ONLY

117

Fulton

Claim For 2-Cent Credit

Kentucky farmers are entitled
to claim a refund of two cents
a gallon of the federal tax on
gasoline bought and used for
farming during the period Jan.
I-June 30, 1958.
Claims must be filed on IRS
Form 2240, available at county
agents offices or district directors of Internal Revenue. Hate
for filing is not later than October 1, 1956, as late claims will
not be honored In the future,
claims will be filed for a 12month period, running from July
1 through June 30.
Any owner, tenant, or farm operator who buys gasoline for
use on a farm may file Claims
will be allowed on gasoline used
by custom operators or neighbors in connection with cultivating the soil, or raising or
harvesting a crop
Refunds will not be allowed
for gasoline used off the farm.
or for that used for other-thanactual farming purposes such as
highway ijbae. lawn-mowing, processing, packaging, freezing or
canning. Good records must be
kept too, to justify all claims

BE

WADE TV SERVICE

MUNICH, Germany — Phillip
A. Nichols, 18. son of Mrs Mozell Flanigan. Route 4, Hickman,
Ky., is a member of the 11th
Airborne Division in Germany
Nichols, a rifleman in Company G of the division's 503rd
Regiment, entered the Army in
April 1955 and arrived overseas
last January
Nichol attended River-View
High School.
FORT RILEY. Kan. -- First
Lt Delbert J Hammock, son of
Mr and Mrs C R Hammock,
Route 4, Hickman, Ky, recently
marched in a parade with the
1st Infantry Division's 16th Regiment at Fort Riley, Kan.
Assigned to the personnel section of the regiment's 1st Battalicm Headquarters Company,
Lieutenant Hammock
entered
the Army in August 1944. He
holds the Combat Infantryman
Badge.
The lieutenant is a 1044 graduate of Hickman High School.

heating of gasdline and differential evaporation may change
its character, result in poor
tractor and truck operation and
tend to gum up valves and rings.
Test have shown that shading the tank is much more effective than painting it with
aluminum or a white reflective
surface.
Underground storage tanks for
gasoline are, of course, preferred, the engineer says. But
be sure to use a high quality
tank and thoroughly coat it with
waterproofing materials to help
prevent leaks.

KY FARMERS ARE
ENTITLED TO GAS
TAX REFUND NOW

We have complete stocks d
. MIMI Jilt.INN .1111111W11011.

Shade For Farm
Gas Tanks Cuts
Evaporation Loss

JULY CLEARANCE ON SHOES
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KY, CHAMBER Of COMMERCE VOTES
APPROVAL OF HIWAY BOND ISSUE

BURROW CANNON
and

& BURROW
Insurance and Real Estate
Long term Farm Loans at
Low Rate of Interest
SEE

Charles T. Cannon
Charles W. Burrow

With JIM PRYOR
Awisidesed hew,Illiusis Coutrol loareol
-

THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
TO BE MADE BY
AREA FARMERS

Well, this title may be a little
deceiving, but I had to get you
to read this some way and it cs
very true. Yes, farmers of this
area could make - themselves
thousands of dollars by being
careful of how and when certain
operations are carried on.
First I would like to deal with
farm machinery, because it comes
out of the pocketbook, even before the crops start. _Do you recall having to spend a day or
two getting the disc cleaned an
running good after a winters
Temp to WFUL For Local New' rusting or work on the cultiva-

THE MATTA6
AUTO ATIC
• . liA5111A

Sets that
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)or about
a can re• or TV
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Fulton

HUNDREDS

126

of today's most wanted
for home decorationt

colors

flow ha hastes Mae* polish inalwasi ow rant
Walthide Rubberized Satin Finish
Weald& Alkyd Flat Wall Paint
Secinhide Enamel
Wallbide Glom Enamel

; Walla&
caws ions*

:AR

1.14.

FULTON

Don't
get too
much
Sun

DEWEY JOHNSON

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

26:
birthday • July
Happy
Mary Ann Hinkle. Milton Brum,
Mrs. Abe Jolley; July 27: Jimmy Lowry: July 28: Mrs. J. C.
Hancock: July 29: Mrs. Ernest
tiell; July 30 Brenda Harrison,
Charles Batts. Dr. J. L. Jones
J'r., Gene Williamson; July 31:
Mrs. Fred Sawyer, Mrs. Horton
Baird, Hazel McAlister, Clarence
Murphy, Howard Strange, Mrs.
,orge Hester, Billy Murphy,
6c
Joe Davis Mrs. Paul Westpheling, Aug. 1: Doris Bolin, Opal
Smith, Mrs Herman Sams, Herman Easley.

Sun is fun at the beach—but
not with a blistered back.
So take it easy. And add
pleasure to your vacation by
keeping in touch with
home by telephone. Long
Distance is quick,
personal, easy to use.
Low in cost, too.
it's Twice as Fast
to Coll by Number

Southern Bell Telephors

GOSPEL MEETING

•

Thomas Bruce Heads
Breeders CO-OP
Thornr, It' ore of Fulton

County is the new president of
the Jacks,n Purchase Artificial
Breeders Cooperative. He w a s
elected last Saturday, July 14,
the membership's annual
at
meeting and picnic near Arlington
Vice president is James Roberts of Hickman County, and
David Graham. also of Hickman
County, is secretary and treasurer.
Approximately 200 farmers attended the meeting and heard
Cash income from poultry in a report that 2.502 Cows were
artificially bred last year, repBoyd county in 1955 was
750, which put poultry near the resenting an increase of 14 pertop as a source of cash farm in- cent over the previous high
scored the year before
come in the county.

FOR THE

For As Little As
$140

10ES

(Approximate cost for an average
5-room house)
*FHA Approved
* Fro* Estimates
* Choice of 101 colors

1.99
2.99
5.99
1.99
1.69

"TINY BOND"

port in favor of the $100,000,000
SAVING PLAN
road program, which will be acted upon by the voters of Ken-at No Cost to You!
tucky on November 8.
Save While You Spend At
"The Kentucky Chamber of
CITY DRUG CO.
Commerce is proud to play a
part in this very important issue
408 LAKE STREET
which will mean so much to the
rural, urban, primary and interstate roads in Kentucky," Tucker said. "Kentucky should take
advantage of this opportunity to
give Kentucky a road system that
can meet keen competition from
All types of insurance
other states in the field of industrial development and tourSAVE ! GET our
ist promotion. The State Chamber invites every individual and
PACKAGE DEAL
organization in the State to supTHE NEWS welcomes expres- port the accelerated program of
"Covering everything*
sions from its readers. Such highway construction that would
Senator Homer Capehart IR Ind I and Senator Earle Clements
items
be
but
must
signed
be
provided
the
farm
by
Capehart's
Senator
$100,000,000
ID. KT I ore shown here discussing
309 East Walnut St.
same will be ommitted from
bond issue to match increased
research bill poor to opening the hearings which were presided
Phone 40$
Ky.
Fulton,
if
requested.
publication
Federal Aid funds,"
Tucker
over by Senator Clements, Chairman of th• farm research subadded.
committee of the Senate Agriculture Committee.
NOTE to a "Weekly Reader"
Both Senator Capehart and Senator Clements are vitally interThe Fulton News Thursday July 26, 1956 Page 9
who is also a "Daily Reader":
ested in the research bill as it has as its pwrpose increasing farm
as
column
a
maintained
This
lc
markets and farm incom•. Many experts believe it will double
weekly forum of expressions
the form income as its purpose is to find new markets through
from our readers and is open to
industrial research and development.
one pnd all on any subject, inLET OUR WELL
cluding yours. However, no letTREE
FOR
tors trying to get the rusty bolts RECORD YEAR
ters that are unsigned will be
TRAINED EXPERTS
PLANTLNG
accepted for publication.
te turn and fit? I have and
FIX IT RIGHT
know that most of you have or
This will be a record year for
in all. probability vrill have beNEWS:
The
Editors,
tree planting for Kentucky and
fore too many farming years. I Illinois. I have just completed
We guarantee that you
Enclosed is my check for rehave found that it takes very lily tree planting schedule for newaL I redly couldn't survive
will be satisfied with
little time and little or no mon- Kentucky and it looks like I without the Home-Town News!
ey to clean and rub old oil on have planted well over 200,000
J. C. Jones
both our work and rethe disc or.plows, or to oil every trees.
Oklahoma City
bolt connection on the cultivapair parts. Phone now.
If you have idle land on your
tors. This sounds like you just
farm and don't know what to Editors, The NEWS:
don't have anything to do, but do with it why not plant trees.
Please renew my subscription.
if you take stock of the time it There are a variety of trees Look
forward to the NEWS each
will save you next spring or the that can be planted as well as
week
next time you use the machinery bicolor lespedeza for wild life.
Ruth Askew
I believe all wili agree that Improved practices such as tree
Whittier, Calif.
PHONE 307
FULTON
306 MAIN STREET
there will be less break-down plarilting will not only make
and fewer trips to the machine you money in years to come Dear Mr. and Mrs.
Westpheling,
shop if equipment is kept in or- with the timber, but will at the
Enclosed you will find a reder ae it is used. You know, we same time build your soil.
newal for my subscription. We
farmers can't afford to let maI am of the opinion that if we enjoy your paper very much and
chinery rutin mit and buy new
would do a little more reforest- don't want to be without it.
every few seasons and that is
Mrs. J. M. Roper
ation in our water sheds, we
just what 'is happening. Any would less likely to having
Hickman, Route 4
road you drive down will show floods and we would need less
you expensive equiment under a of our tax payers money to dam
shade tree shed This, folks is rivers as flood control measures. Two Win Nursing
only fooling yourself not the I noticed after a hard rain last
elements. I have yet to see a week in an area planted to pine Scholarships To Murray
tree that didn't leak after it 15 years ago there was clear
At Call Office
Twenty-five scholarships f o r
rained a while. It would prob- water running from the little
ably be less costly to let the cat- stream. A few hundred yards nursing have been granted re$1.09 Delivery
tle run out and keep the equip- down stream and out of the cently to high school graduates
ment in the shed, if it came to planted area, silt began to color who will attend Murray State
BEAUTIFULLY CLEANED!
that We now have pole type the water and by the time it this fall. This number brings the
barns and sheds that aan be emptied into the larger stream total of scholarships granted to
SEALED IN SPARKLING PLASTIC MOTHbuilt by farmers at a low cost. the heavily silted water looked thirty-one.
These
which
scholarships,
Thosands of dollars are spent like a mud hole being drained.
PROOF STORAGE BAGS!
every year for parts that have Now just think of the soil that amount to $150 each, have been
given
by
the
Jennie
Stuart
all
streams
from
small
moving
is
excessive
of
READY FOR STORAGE!
worn out because
that could be cleared be plant- Memorial Hospital, Hoplcinsville,
rusting.
and
and
the
by
hills
trees
eroded
ing
on
Owensboro
Daviess
SALE ENDS AUGUST 4th.
Most farms have a garage or
County
Hospital, Owensboro.
gullied areas.
an
with
auto
family
shed for the
This is something to think Both of these hospitals are asaverage value of $1000.00 more about if we are to stay in the sociated
with the Murray Departor less and at the same time agriculture business. We cannot ment
.of Nursing.
leave $5000 to $7500 in farm ma- farm land if it is resting in the
The studests who received
chinery out in the weather. Au- bottom of the Gulf of Mexico.
scholarships from the Jennie
tomobiles have fenders to proThe A. S. C. will give you a Stuart Memorial hospital intect all moving parts and it may payment for planting trees, so if clude
Dexie Blassingarne and
inkept
if
badly
as
not rust out
you plan now to plant trees Ann ifendrick, Hickman,
no
has
equipment
side, but farm
next year see your A. S. C.
such luxury. 90 lets think about office and consult your local
it and look around your farm- Soil Conservationist and Forstead. Are you using a SHADE ester for advice on just what to
TREE SHED.
plant and where to plant.
the slogan
Don't
forget
"TREES FOR TOMORROW'

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

25c

JOIN OUR

ROPER TELEVISION

FULTON PAINT I GLASS COMPANY
CHURCH STREET

Approval of the $100,000,000
highway bond issue was voted
this week by the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce Board of
Directors at a meeting in Louis•
ville.
State Chamber President Barney A. Tucker, London, stated
that the Kentucky Chamber of
Conunerce would execute an extensive program to build sup-

Tune to WFUL for local news

BEST

11111cCONNELL
CHURCH OF CHRIST
---"Sunday July 29 Thru
Wednesday August 8th
COLEMAN CROCKER, Evangelist
(Of Nashville)

IN GOOD

USED
FURNITURE

SUNDAY SERVICES - - - - 11 AM.-7:30 PM.
- - - MON-SAT SERVICES
7:45 PM.

Can also be applied over stucco, masonry, brick, etc.

_Fulton Roofing& Insulation Co.
Ill W.ashington Street

Next to Telephone office

Phone

CHARLES BEAVER, Song Leader
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CLASSIFIED ADS

USED

Young Says Democrats Will Have Team in Nov.

BARGAINS

The

ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 MainRENT A NEW TYPEWRITER
or Adding Machine. Rental
applies on purchase. Harvey
Caldwell Co., Drive-In Office
Outfitters, Corner Walnut &
Plain Streets. Phone 674.
POWELL .and EUDY Shoe Repair offurs you prompt, accurate service at moderate cost
204 Church Street, Fulton.
WELLS DRILLED for industry
and homes. Modern equipment, experienced workmen.
Write or call Watson Co.,
Phone 261, Fulton, Ky.
FOR SALE—Red Jeffries apples,
large, choice, all purpose; especially good for eating, baking, canning, drying; hand
picked; $3.00 bu. Homer Zopf,
State Line, near Oak Grove
Church.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 95, Church Street.
KEEP THIS AD!

SURE INSURANCE
AT
LOW cosr
WHY PAY MORE?
Wick Smith Agency
456 Lake Street
—Phones 62 or 2'60W—
Headquarters for

AGRICULTURAL
LIMESTONE
Plenty on hand at all times;

Over 20,000 Arthritic and
Rheumatic Sufferers have taken your patronage appreciated
this Medicine since it has been
on the market. It is inexpensive, RAYMOND PEWI'IT
ean be taken in the home. For
South Fulton
Free information, give name and Mill Street;
address to P. 0. Box 522, Hot
Home ph. 708; office 1892
Springs, Arkansas.

National ice, Young continued.
"In Senator Earle C. Clements, Third District have an oppor"The party will complete the the Democratic party has a man tunity to elect one of Kentucky's
National 'Team' at the National who has achieved a position of finest young men in the person
Convention in Chicago in Au- strong leadership in the Senate, of Democratic nominee for the
gust with the selection of nomi- and has demonstrated conclus- House, Philip Ardery, and in the
nees for President and Vice ively that he can perform effec- Eighth District the Democratic
President who also will be dedi- tively for Kentucky. From his Party offers a man with sound
cated to putting the interest of background as a County official, judgement and a fine record W.
the people above all other con- as a State Legislator, as a mem- IA. Seal!."
sideration.
ber of the House of Representa-Our 'KENTUCKY TEAM' is tives, as Governor and as Senainterested in far more than the tor, he has gained a wealth of Tune to WFI'L For Local News
Democratic Executive Commit- partisan control
-of Congress for experience and knowledge that
tee last Saturday, Young de- the mere fact
of political ad- benefit !Kentucky at Washingclared that emphasis will be vancement of
a Party. They want ton.
placed on the selection of mem- the welfare of the people
to
"Former Governor Lawrence
bers of Congress who will see to control. The 'Dulles Team'
wants W. Wetherby is well qualified to
it that Kentucky is represented to continue the
kind of control speak for Kentucky in the Senproperly in Washington and that in Washington that has
seen our ate as a worthy successor to the
its needs are recognized there. National Goverment
made the great and beloved Alben W.
"The
National
Republican tool of big business and has seen Barkley. He is fresh from eight
Party leadership has elected to our foreign policy deteriorate years as Governor and Lieutenmake this Campaign in Kentucky into a state of utter confusion.' ant Governor, with an insight
one based solely on the partisan
"Our nominees for the U. S. into Kentucky's problems and a
Issue of political control of Con- Congress are experienced in both real understanding of how they
gress," Young added.
public and civic affairs, having can be aided at Washington.
"Both the Republican nomi- held positions of importance in
"Kentucky is fortunate in havnees for the United States Sen- their communities, their counties, ing six Democratic Congressmen
ate have confessed that they are their state and nation, Young who are all nominees for re-elecrunning simply for the purpose added.
tion. In Congressman Noble J.
of
enabling the Republican
"They know the needs of our Gregory,
William
Natcher,
Party to control the Senate.
people, of our state and of the Frank Chef, Brent Spence, John
"Those who like to ride on the nation, and are especially quali- Watts and Carl Perkins we have
coattails of the President refer fied to seek and secure for our a team in the House with ability,
to themselves as members of the state at Washington, its fair the knowhow, the courage and
Eisenhower team. In view of the share of Federal governmental real interest to serve our state
fact that two Republican nomi- programs.
effectively The people of the
nees for the Senate left posts of a.
duty in the State Department
where they worked under the
direction of Secretary Dulles,
then they can properly be called
the 'Dulles Team.'
PRICES SLASHED FOR
"The Democratic party offers
FULTON VALUE DAYS, THURS-FRI-SAT
to the people of our state a
'Kentucky Team'—a team composed of men with high qualifications and backgrounds of servof

a

LOOK

'STRATA CLUB'
'OUR SUNDAY SPECIALS'
$150

election

$39.95, up refrigerators "Team" that will produce benefits for Kentucky is the major
$29.95, up elec. ranges objective
of the Campaign to be
$19.95, up ____ washers waged hy the Democratic Party
of Kentucky prior to the Gen$219.95 21" television eral
Election November 6, William A. Young, State Campaign
KING'TV
Chairman, declared here today.
First Street
In his first public statement
following his selection as CamUnion City, Tenn
paign Chairman by the State

"MENU"

FRUIT COCKTAIL

NOW YOU CAN Drive in Park
and Buy your office supplies
and equipment. Hervey Caldwell Co., Drive4n Office Outfitters, New Location. corner
Walnut
&
Plain
Streets.
Phone 674.
MAYTAG WAS, standard
and automatic models. $1211.00
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 101.

$150
TOMATO JUICE

"CHOICE"

VISIT CAGLE'S
BAIT SHOP

French Fried Jumbo Shrimp, Tarter Sauce
Grilled Virginia Ham
U. S. Choice Club Steak
Hamburger Steak With Onions
Cat Fish Filets
Fried
Milk Fed Chicken

Hi'way 94
Phone 2208

Hickman, Hy.
Friday Cagle

Complete line of Bait and I
Equipment
French Fries or Baked Potato
Green Beans
Lettuce and Tomato Salad
Hot Rolls & Butter
Rice Pudding
Choice of Drinks

We

Open 7 days a week
24 hour service

cater to Parties, Banquets and Receptions.

Phone Martin 456 for reservations.

FARM LOANS

OPEN: 10 A.M. - 1:00 A. M. Daily

ATKINS, HOLMAN
AND FIELDS

FULTON VALUE DAYS AT

—Insurance-408 Main St.

LOOK!

All Fans and
AIR CONDITIONERS

25 % OFF
Off Regular Prices; These Days Only

with a McCormick Farmalr 100
1-2 plow... Fast-Hitch tractor
WORK-SAVING
FEATURES
• Flesperes hydreelk
Tetede-Ceetrel few ems
lesedlies
• F•8•4148,ch few heck, disk
• so lemmas
•Cool-Video Meese sod
precedes cseeeies fee
emerges levet
• Wide chide. of trollies
• Feett-Wice Nuiplemieees

r

BENNETT ELECTRIC & FURNITURE CO
Walnut Street

Fulton

James L. Taylor, Martin High
School band director for the past
five years, has resigned to accept a posit ion as manager of
the music department of Timm's
Furniture Co., W W Sterling
Jr. manager of Timm's Furniture, announced He begins his
new job August

Phone 201

Keep ahead of tough plowing jobs with the powerful,
easy -handling Farman 100
and a one 14 or 16-inch bottom or two 12 or 14-inch bottom plow. Enjoy titm convenience and positive dept
control of Farmall TouchControl. Switch from plowin( to other jobs in seconds
with Farman Faet-Hitch.
Cut your operating costs
with more fuel economy.

PAUL NAILUNG
IMPLEMENT COMPANY
Walnut Street
Phone 16

HERE IT IS ... THE GREATEST FABRI C EVENT OF THE YEAR
.. OUR ANNUAL JULY

LEARANCE SALE
Regular 59c to $1.29

Long Terms-Easy Payments

JULY 26-27-28

LOOK

BAND DIRECTOR RESIGNS

Phone II

SUMMER COTTONS
Lowest price ever, on fine Quality
Summer Cottons . . . Thousands of
Yards to choose from
. Save from
30c to $1.00 per yard . . . Here are
just to mention a few of the fine fabrics in this group . . . .

*
*
•
•
*

"Fuller" Drip'n Dry Cottons
"Cohama" Printed Muslin&
"Dan River" Cottons
Dimities, Lawns & Voiles
and many, many others

29c

yd

Regular 98c to $2.95
• Land Surveying
• Civil Engineering

300 Walnut Sleet

Fulton

Phone 243

• Lots, Subdivisions

PRESSURE CANNER, /
1
2-Gallon size
Regularly $27.95

24.95
PRESSURE CANNER, Quart size
21.95
Regularly $24.95
COLD PACK CANNER
1.66
Regular $2.29
ROD & REEL COMBINATION, Reg. $7.95
418
5-Ft glass rod; all-metal reel & line
50-FOOT VINYL PLASTIC HOSE
2.95
with 2-year guarantee
EZY-MIX CONCRETE, topping or mortar 95c, Up
(In bags — — just add water)
LIGHT WEIGHT BICYCLE, 3-speed trans- 39.95
MUSCLE BUILDING COMBINATIONS
WASHER (Used, 1 year) with pump
A $50.00 Value

Values galore .

417 Eddings St
Telephone 437

1

SPECIAL LOW
SUMMER PRICES

COAL
You'll Need it
BEFORE LONG--Get it NOW !

mission coaster brake, front hand brake

MIRRORS, Auto fender mount
Reg. $4.95; latest designs

RUSSELL E. TRAVIS

4.45
2,95, UP
35.00

Throughout the store !

Immediate Delivery;
all sizes on Hand.
order yours today.

CITY COAL CO,
TELEPHONE 51

SUMMER FABRICS
The finest Imported and American
Cottons available; All the newest
Miracle Blends included . . Orions,
Dacron', Nylons, Silks and many
others. . . Here are just to mention
a few of the fine fabrics in this group

* Imported Italian Screen Prints; Polished Satin Cottons; 45" Woven Ginghams; Hand Screened Cottons; Cotton
& Miracle Blends; Silk & Cotton
Blends; Cotton & Dacron Prints; Silk
& Acetate Shanhings; Imported Novelties; and many, many others.

Regular $1.49 to $3.95

FINEST FABRICS
Americas Finest fabrics from the
most exclusive Dress Manufacturers
Truly Luxury Fabrics that you'll see
no where else in town . .. now that
the lowest price ever, anywhere . . .

• Pure Silk Prints
* Embroidered Linens
• Silk Shantung'
Embroidered Sheers
and many, many others

leec
UOyd

5!LE STARTS FRIDAY JULY 17 AT 9:00 A. M.

REMNANT HOUSE
GREENFIELD, TENNESSEE

